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G R A N T ’ S C A M P S ,  H E N N E B A G O ,  M A I N E -
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes. »j> 
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with ¥ 
bath. Write for information, train service etc. X
ED GRANT & SON CO. *
BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS Bald Mountain *t;j
name
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookme- ;$ 
luntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto ft!
road to camps—Telephone connections—Two mails daily—Write for free circular. ;X
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r., Bald Mountain,2  Maine !;!;
:$
♦ »  »  »  »♦ »
L A K E W O O D  G A M P S .  Middledam, Maine
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake 
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mile river affords the best of 
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to
Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middiedam, Maine. |
B L A K E S L E E  L A K E  G A M P S  ?
T
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. X 
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to~4 ¥ 
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet. X
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor, Eustis, Maine %
Mountain View House |
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address
L. E. BOWLEY, |Mountain View, » » » Maine. |
One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
Center of the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.
RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine
OVER 200 WATCH 
WATER CARNIVAL
* w * * , , * , . v w v v v w v w v v w w v v w w w w i ^ w w w w v w w w w w v w w v w % w * w
B I L L Y  S O U L E 'S  N E W  C A M P S
Home Camp, Ox Bow; Lake Millmagassett, Maine, Log Cabins
Best of Fly Fishing and Trolling for Large Trout, Salmon and Brook Trout.
Moose, Deer, Bear, Partridges and Duck.
Telegraph to Masardis, Phone to Ox Bow Write to
Via Fort Kent Diviaiou, Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Yours Eternally.
BILLY SOULE.
Formerly at Pleasant Island Camps. Cupsuptic, Rangeley Lakes.
i W W W U V W U W W H U W H M H H V W U U V H W W W U U U H V
nual Gala Day.
SEASON OF 1914
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places. Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and Stream Fish­
ing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
RANGELEY LAKES AND 
DEAD RIVER REGION
This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a 
high tableland in
NORTH-WESTERN MAINE
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately 
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring 
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices, 
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho­
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those 
preferring this class of amusement.
The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn­
ished upon application to
F. N. BEAL, General Passenger Agent, Phillips, Maine.
pride goeth before a fall, and a 
haughty spirit before destruction,” ! 
j are, or seem to be, fully and strik-;
| ingly exemplified in the reckless oa-|
! reer of His Majesty the Kaiser. Let ________
the good work of pushing ahead our
democratic, 20th century civilization Rangeley Motor Boat Club
proceed with all the alacrity possible Will Continue to Give An- 
and bring in the welcome day of 
Christian constitutional government 
for all people. Just as we finished 
! this politic sentiment there dropped 
from the sky a bolt of Lightning, 
without any warning, smashing itself 
I against the trees of the forest di- 
I rectly in front of our camp. Rain 
was falling gently but the shock of 
(this unlooked for single shot was 
heart rending “in extremis.” From 
what we read in some of Maine’s 
[newspapers, we of Oxbow are for- 
1 tunate in that we have been sparedj 
all loss of life or property by ligbtn-i 
ing, flood or tempest. A safe rule is:
( “ When you see the lightning coming, 
dodge.”
TRAVEL LESSENED 
BY WAR IN EUROPE
Large Party Leaves for Home 
Camp for Three Weeks’ 
Sport.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Oxbow, Aug. 17.—Tide of travel, 
this way, has been greatly lessened 
by the war in Europe. Libby’s re­
ports six cancellations of this season’s 
engagements so far, and more ex­
pected. However, there is a change 
that this “ cruel war” will soon be 
over, and that the months o f Sep­
tember and October will see many 
late comers in these parts. The con 
stantly advancing price of all food 
stuffs is raising the dickens with 
previous calculations; and some caml
/
keepers elsewhere are wise enough 
to raise the price of board from two 
dollars to two andd a half per day. 
Some guides think they ought to 
have more, and only the good Lord 
knows Where the cost of high living 
is going to go to. Being as how we 
are 2200 feet above sea level, the 
foregoing remark as to high living, 
and living high, is certainly ger­
mane. Speaking of German, the 
“ foolish dictionary” defines German: 
“ More animal life, living on beer.” 
He would be a rash person who 
should say that the Germans, though 
a beer loving people, can’t fight. 
The war sentiment of America, I 
judge, is against Germany. This is 
not the place nor the hour to dds- 
cant on the European war. I simp-
is amply told in the newspaper col­
umns of the world. The time-old 
sayings: “ Whom the gods would
destroy they first make mad;”  and
I know not what Heaven’s joys 
may be,
Nor what its royal sports;
But here I rest in what, to me,
Is one of Heaven’s fair courts.
This is, I think,, a just and truth­
ful picture of life at the Bow . All 
good sports say the same, and all 
sports who know how, get the goods. 
Messrs. E. C. Thayer of Flalbush, 
N. Y., C. W. Terhiune, G. F. Plytmp- 
ton and F. B. Flyimpton of Hacken­
sack, N. J., left for home Saturday 
after a very satisfactory two weeks’ 
trip to Munsungan,, Island Pond and 
Pleasant Lake. These sports fished 
with the fly extensively, and report­
ed having taken over 300 trout and a 
few togue. They used only the 
wounded ones, and actually put back, 
alive and kicking many 2-pound trout. 
Why any hungry-for-garne-sport, wbo 
wants to fish will ere there are fishr 
a-plenty, (fish balls instead of cro­
quet balls), stops short of northern
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, August 27.—On Thiurs 
day, August 20, the water carnival 
came off as announced. The day 
was perfect, could not have been 
better made to order. At an early 
I hour the flags were flying and every­
one enthusiastic over the event and 
I the motor boats as they made ready 
for the races were a pretty sight. 
At 11 o’clock the wrater sports were 
called.
On the wharf in front of the hotel 
were the reserved seats while on the 
grassy banks over 200 people watch­
ed and cheered the winners. First 
came tire ladies 25 yard swim. Miss 
G. Young, Miss M Kusk, Miss Post 
and Miss Bell, looked very pretty 
as they stepped out in their bathing 
suits. Miss Bell came in first and 
Miss Young second, and takes home 
a medal.
The 50 yards men’s swim was a 
good one. J. S. Jones, Jr„, Kenneth 
Wood, F. C. Dodge, H. C. Allen and 
Robert Heyl, Jr., started out and 
Heyl came in first, closely followed 
by Jones.
The log race was good sport. Robt. 
C. Heyl, Jr., L. B. MacAdam, J. S. 
Jones, Jr., H C. Allen, C. M. New- 
combe and Miss Bell taking the log
could be desired; heavy rain of the 
two days before having washed and 
polished the face of Nature to per­
fection and added a little pitch to 
the water. Messrs. Libby Bros.,
have been installing an independent 
Aroostook,' ‘ I can t tell for the love telephone line over an old wood’s-
of Mike” or of reason.
I suppose the largest party
road, to their oamips at Milllmugas- 
to go Sett and Munsungan.. This will sup-
up river this season left Billy Soule’s 
home cam pyesterday morning in four 
autos. There were twelve in the 
party; Mr. E. L. Kent,, his sister,
ply a long felt want, a way of trans­
mitting telegrams to the lake and 
beyond. Our old rotten Umoolcus 
bridge has bellied downward worse
Miss Kent, Dr. and Mrs. H. T. Bald- than ever! Will “patience cease to
win, all of Chestnut Hill, Mass., also 
Capt. Billy, Mrs. Billy and Grace, 
their daughter; five guides; five ca­
noes and a shipload of luggage and 
supplies. The guides were Capt.'Billy
be a virtue?”
I feel pretty sure that you will not 
be willing to set up this last “ take,” 
but maybe you will. An old woman, 
invited to the seashore, sat all day
Soule and Messrs. Ambrose, Flem- long on the sand looking out to sea,, 
ly can’t. The whole miserable storing,, Moody and Perry, guides. They When asked why sh edid so, she re­
plan to he two days en route, and 
three weeks in the woods at Billy’s 
Lake Millmagassett log cabins. The 
weather at the start was as good as
plied, (poor old soul) “ Because I’m 
so glad to see enough of something 
once.” Again:—“ If we would know
(Continued on page eight.)
along with them and C. M. New­
comb e took his log in first and Robt. 
C, Heyl, Jr., second.
The Four Men Relay race came 
next. Luther E. Wood,, Alton F. 
Wood, J. S. Jones, Jr., and K. A. 
Wood, were the first team and the 
second team was R. Heyl, Jr., Mr. 
Higbby, C. M. Newcomb©, Jr., and L.
B. MacAdam and the Wood brothers 
and J. S. Jones, Jr., took the med­
als.
The fancy diving was one of the 
most interesting features of the 
morning. Standing on the dock 
was Robt. Heyl, Jr., K. A. Wood, 
Carol Marble and Mr. Highiby, who 
with their hands held high took to 
the water like ducks*, and Robt. Heyl, 
Jr., came up to take the medal.
In the distant diving Kenneth Wood 
was first and Robt. Heyl, Jr., sec­
ond.
Tli© canoe filling. J. C. Marble 
and K. A. Wood, R. C. Heyl, Jr., and
C. High by, Harry Bauchle and Mr. 
Whitlock, J. M. Tilney and J. S. 
Jones, Jr., C. B. MacAdam and Mr. 
King, Jack Nehr and Mr. Allen were 
the six teams and J. M. Tilney and 
J. S. Jones, Jr., won.
At 4 o’clock p. m. came the dis­
placement boat race, which was won 
by Dr. B. Franklin Stahl whose boat 
Mary B. came in ahead of all others.
“The Bang and Go” race was 
great fun. All the boats were ready 
to start off when the commander’s 
cannon was fired. The fast and the 
slow boats started out at full speed 
together, and soon they could he 
seen all over the lake, going in the 
direction of Ross’ Point and then 
over to Haines Point. The fast 
boats were ahead and the little ones 
trying to keep up with them, every­
one watching with excitement when 
the bomb was fired, for the turn. 
Then each boat turned no matter 
where they were on the lake, and 
raced to the finish. As the fastest 
boat was the greatest distance away 
and the slow one nearest the start­
ing point it was exciting to watch 
the faster overhaul the slower boats 
and as the crowd cheered the Mary 
B. first crossed the line, winning the 
handsome cup given by Mr. Eisen- 
howe of Philadelphia.
The hydroplane race was called off 
and will take place later.
The Rangeley Motor Boat club will 
continue to give an annual Gala Day 
and their flag be seen on many a 
boat coming and going over., the lake.
BUTTERFLIES
and moths wanted fo r  college*. Highest prices paid. Outdoor 
summer work. Get complete book o f  instructions ao details. 
Send 2c stamp. JAMBS SINCLAIR. Entamoiowrart. Dept, t ,  
Los Angeles Cal.
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JOLLY SIX IN
THE BUNGALOW
Guests Attend Dances, Motor Boat 
Races, Etc.
(Special Correspondence.)
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic 
Lake, August 21.—The past two 
weeks the camps have all been full 
and running over Into those on Little 
Birch Island that have not been used 
for several years, which tells of the 
number of city folks who have taken 
to the woods in the Cupsuptic region 
for the in summer outing.
Several parties who came weeks 
ago will remain until the middle of 
September and others are coming, 
which: makes a prospect of a better 
fall business than usual.
Mrs. D. R. Craig of Boston whose 
summer house is “ Craig-ard” in Wel­
lesley, Mass.,, and who with a party 
of six has* been enjoying life for a 
month in one of the camps on the 
main land is home for a short time, 
and plans to return the first of Sep­
tember with a party of young people 
whom she will chaperone for two 
weeks.
The flag is flying at the bungalow 
where the jolly six are having the 
time of their lives. Prank B. Frien 
of Salem, Mass., who has for the 
past twenty years been an annual 
comer and knows where the trout 
and salmon hide, is this trip ac­
companied by C. R. Taylor, Wm. H. 
Sanborn, A. F. Luscomb of the same 
city, R. A. Taylor of New York and 
P H. Thomas of Peabody, Mass. 
The party chartered a motor boat 
and with George Robertson guide, ar 
going in all directions. Mr. Sanborn 
brought the party in Ms automobile 
as far as Haines Landing and often 
they take runs to Phillip®, Stratton 
and other places. A1 Dennett of 
Salem, Mass.,, has this week been 
their guest and the first day he went 
fishing caught a good pair of sal­
mon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Plumb of Terry- 
ville, Conn., who with Geo. W. Fan- 
joy guide, are spending a month on 
the island, are very enthusiastic over 
the sport they are having. Several 
days they have spent up stream, 
lunching on the shore and have al­
ways seen deer as they paddle home 
They never go out and drop the hook 
without coming back with a good 
catch of .fish and Mrs. Plumb is
proud of the 4-pound salmon and sev­
eral that weighed over 2 pounds.
Miss Elizabeth Reese of Orange;, N.j 
J.. who has been here for two month  ^
in the Dutton Camps has been joined ( 
by Miss Ethel G Iff in of Orange, N. 
J., who will spend some time. Miss 
Virginia Carnahan of Fort • Wayne, 
Ind., who was with Miss Reese for 
six weeks went home on Monday. 
Last week the ladies, with Pete Luf­
kin guide, spent seeral days camp­
ing at Lincoln Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Owen of Dix- 
fielid, with Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bis- 
bee, Spaulding Bisbee, Miss Louise 
Bisbee and Miss Melitta Carroll of 
Rumford were recent dinner guests.
H. N. Fainol’did of New York City 
with his guide were here en route 
to Pairmachenee.
E. W. Burt of Boston was here for 
a ten days’ vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Tucker of Bos­
ton have been passing their annual 
vacation in Lone Pine Camps.
"We surely have had great fishing 
and caught a number of salmon that 
were over 3 pounds in weight, and 
had to come home a number of times 
because we had all the law allows,” 
was the way they told of their good 
luck.
The Le Boutillier party of Penn­
sylvania. who came the first of July 
have been joined by Carl Von Ber- 
nuth a young gentleman from Straf­
ford, Penn.
Mrs. H. W. Hanan of New York 
now has her daughters, Miss Vir­
ginia and Miss Ethel Hanan with 
her for a stay of several weeks.
Messrs. C. A. Washburn of New- 
tonviile, Mass.., H. Powel of Phila­
delphia, Thomas O. Rogers of Bos­
ton and Chas. LeBoutiMier of Wayne, 
Penn., who have their own motor 
boats took friends on Thursday as 
far as Haines Landing and all went 
to Rangeley and enjoyed the Motor 
Boat Club races.
Fred Hebden of New York, who 
lias been on a camping trip in Can­
ada reached here Wednesday coming 
via Dixville Notch.
Dr. and Mrs. Geo. M. Sharp of 
Washington, D. C., who for three 
weeks have been the guests of Dr. 
and Mrs. H. H. Hazen at House,,in- 
the-Woods leave to-morrow. They 
have during their first visit to the 
Rangeleys visited all the places of 
interest and are greatly charmed wit 
this lake and mountain region.
Three motor boats took the people 
to Haines Landing to attend the 
dance at Oquossoc.
Messrs. Thomas O. Rogers, Law’-
Join the Band
rence Huntoon of Boston with James not as large as usual the parade as 
McGregtor guide, the first of • the a whole was very pretty and the 
wreek took a trip over to Magallow- picnic was thoroughly enjoyed by the 
ay. * members of the club present. The
‘ ‘Where are the warm days that ar boats were all tastefully decorated 
due in August?” one cf the ladies for the occasion. In particular the 
who sent home for her sweater, boat owned by Harry Mooney deser- 
Wiants to know. ves mention for its decorations. The
------------------------------- idea from the first -in the decoration
scheme was to portray sports andSQUIRRELS ARE 1 tllls wa,s wellJ carried out. The
launches in the parade, headed byLAWYER’S PETS the flagboat owned by Emery O.i
• Beane of Hallow’ell, started from
the Outlet shortly after 1 p. m., and
C. W. Hussey Finds Them a Great went up east shore- Passing Ham-
mond’s Grove, North Shore and Is- Diversion From riis Daily land Park, thence across the lake to 
Work. - the west shore an<l Robbins’ Point
and from there to the Horseshoe,
BEMIS IS NOT ON 
BLUE BOOK MAP
Parties Enjoying the Walks, Berry 
Picking and Log Cabin Life.
Men whose professions call for con- where the pl-cnic was held. The, , ___ . . „ r launch owned by the acting fleet cap-tmued close mental occupation are . ,„  , ... a 1Ti t a i n ,  Clinton Moore, held secondreally blest if they have the faculty ,_ , . , , . , , place in the parade and tli-e launchof knowing how to completely relm- 1 1
quish their , cares, and forgetting tor ° r Commodore Fred Kinsman ot the 
a time that there is such a thing as club’ tWrd
business enjoy some form of retaxa-
tion, which will afford them amuse-1 D EVELO P M A IN E  M O V E M E N T
DOESN’T  B E L IE V E  IN 
OF T H E  W ORLD.
ENDment and which is also sufficiently 
entertaining to interest the keen 
mind of a trained observer, says the
Waterville Sentinel. one son of Maine, who now lives
Some like to go fishing or gunning ,15 Massachusetts, has declined to joi 
and others to go automobile riding the Deveiop Maine Movement be- 
b-ut these sports require more or less causej h,e s,ayg> the WC(rid is coming 
preparation before the enjoyment be- to an’ end He’s got it all figured 
gins. But when Lawyer C. W. Hus- out to Ms own satisfaction and takes 
sey needs diversion from the grind- ja ]ot of pri(le in it> His reason for 
i-ng cares of lids profession, the wish ro |. joining is unique, to put it roild- 
has hardly shaped itself before it is , jy". It cannot be because he doesn’t 
gratified. want to. spare the dollar for if this
He rises from Inis chair and goes old world is coming to an end, the 
to the back room of his office on dollar won’t do him a bit of good. 
Maine street and opens a small door Most of us would prefer an asbestos 
in the partition and in come three of suit with a water-cooled jacket and 
the friskiest, fattest, sleekest little automatic sprinkler attachment, 
gray squirrels that live in the State Most folks like to think they won’t 
of Maine. need a suit made of fire-proof mater-
The office is theirs and they know ial quite yet and it Is on that basis 
it, and they scamper hastily across that the Develop Maine Movement is
the floor to a roll top desk in the 
drawer of which is kept many good­
ies that tempt their appetites. They
proceeding. Just on the chance that 
the rest of the world will need more 
shoes, more woolen cloth, more clot-
of Pleasure Seekers * who 
write us for accurate infor­
mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation resorts of 
Maine. It costs you nothing. 
Write to-day
Maine Information Bureau
Phillips Maine
are treated to peanuts and two of ton goods, more window screens and 
them fly to the broad mantel above other things than they will be able to 
the fireplace and as if prearranged manufacture while the war is on, the 
sit on their hanneihes, one at either Develop Maine Movement is going 
end of the shelf, and munch their after more factories -hard. Just on 
peanuts. The third one will perch j the chance that the rest of the world 
on the back of his master’s chair and wiM need potatoes, aplples, coroi, oats, 
chattering softly, eat his peanuts a-! butter and buckwheat cakes,
lone in perfect content. the Develop Maine Movement is go-
This is more than likely to be Bob(1ing after more farmers and going 
so named because he had the mis-1 to do what it can to help those al- 
fortune to lose his magnificent brush ready here. Just on the chance that 
by some accident. The others be- next summer it will be hotter than 
ing named Peter and Paul would nat- that place where we expect to need 
urally be closer companions in their that asbestos suit with water-cooled 
frolics. jacket and automatic sprinkler at-
Mr. Hussey,, with his pockets fill- tachment, everywhere outside of 
ed with the food his pets like best, Maine, the Develop Maine Movement 
sits in a big Morris chair and the is going to work its head off trying 
little creatures take great delight in to get in touch with 10,000 farmers 
hunting out the tdtnptirg morsels, who will want summer boarders next 
Mr. Hussey is very fond of his pets summer.
and cllosely studies tlreir likes and It will cost money . to accomplish 
dislikes in the way of foed. They these things and the money must 
have a surprisingly large variety of come from popular subscription, that 
eatables and certainly the taste for is, through the membership fee of $1 
some of their articles of food has per year for each member. If any- 
teen acquired since their departure body who reads this has gobs of mon- 
from their native surroundings. Be-|ey he don’t need and feels reason- 
sides all kinds cf nuts they have a ably sure that the world is about to 
great fondness for cocoanut cakes, go to smash, ‘ ‘we’ll permit him to 
watermelon, apples, cooked meat, and contribute more than the required 
baked beans and one of them likes dollar. We’ll take a chance on 
coffee to drink. having an opportunity to use it in
When they start in for a frolic, accordance with the constitution and 
they stop at nothing. They climb by-laws of the Movement. Every good 
the bookcases, mantelshelf, chairs citizen should join this Movement to 
and run all over their owner, wibeth- develop Maine. It is worth it. Noth- 
er he is sitting or standing. Mr. Hus- ing is the matter with Maine, except 
sey has built a sort of perch, over indifference.
a plant in the front window of his if you desire to identify yourself 
office and it is no unusual sight to with this Movement, send your name, 
see one or more of the little fellows residence and business, with $1 to
(Special Correspondence.)
Bern is, Main e, Mocselookmeguntic 
Lake, August 21.—There are many 
people who each day come to Bernis 
as from here they take the steam­
boats to different places on the 
lakes, or. as they leave for home, 
take the train at the only log sta­
tion in the country, but not every­
one knows that there is no road 
leading to Bernis, but the party 
who started with their automobile, 
and found that they could only come 
to Houghton, which Is 20 miles above 
Rumford now understand why Bernis 
is not on the “ Blue Book’’ map.
Since July there lias been a good 
number who have tarried here for 
their vacation and daily parties from 
up the lake stop for dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Seitz and son 
John Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y,, accom­
panied by their father, John Seitz 
of New York to-day went home after 
a stay of three weeks which they 
greatly enjoyed. While here they 
took motor boat trips to the differ­
ent places on the lake.
Miss E. L. Brown and Miss J. R. 
Stackhouse of Philadelphia are spend­
ing several weeks in one of the log 
cabins, which is a novel way for 
them to pass their vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Wells of Scars- 
dale, N. Yv have been taking life 
easy in camp for ten days.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Amsdem of 
Rochester, N. Y., are here for their 
first season.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Pink and party 
of five from Boston, oame as 
far as the Barker in their touring 
car but on account of the large num­
ber being entertained there, decided 
to take one of the log camps here 
for an extended stay. It is the 
first time they ever were where the 
blueberries were being picked by 
the bushel and the party think it 
great fun to take a mile walk up the 
railroad track and gather a pail 
full.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Week of Cam­
bridge, Mass., after a few days lfere 
are now at Kennebago.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. DeCoster of 
Lynn., Mass., are spending their va­
cation here and greatly enjoy them­
selves fishing, tram,ping, etc.
. Both the mills are running on full 
time, as there are twenty three mil­
lions of timber to be out into pulp 
wood this fall.
BIRDS D E S T R O Y IN G  T H E  A R M Y  
W O R M .
gravely observing the passersby from 
his point of vantage, while he eats 
his lunch of nuts. ,
There is one inmate of the office, 
however, who does not always look 
upon the gambols of Bob, Peter and 
Paul with favor, and this is Joe, the 
office cat. When in the exuberance 
of their spirits tl ey will run too near 
Joe, and sometimes in their excite­
ment lie will strike at them disdain­
fully and he regards them with jeal­
ousy when Mr. Hussey feeds them, 
especially if 1 e hire net been served 
with his dinner.
BOAT PARADE AT COBBOSSEE­
CONTEE.
The Cobbosseecontee Yacht club 
held Sunday afternoon, a week, its 
annual parade and picnic at Lake 
Cobbosseecontee and although the 
number of boats participating was
D. W. Berry. Berry’s Mills, Carthage, 
Me., who is in charge of the Move­
ment’s affairs in your county, or to 
W. E. Lawry, Treas., Box 374, Au­
gusta,, Maine.
FAMOUS 
BACKWOODS 
FAIRY TALES
E<1 Grant, Reaver Pond Camps 
New reading matter, interesting.
The first edition wns exhausted rr.urh soonet 
than we expected and the papular dtmat d was 
so great for a second edition that we publisher 
%n enlarged and improved edition to be sold bj 
rwail (postpaid > a t1 he low price named.
Twelve certs, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
J. W. BRACKETT CO , 
Phillips, Me.
The army worm pest has come and 
gone. Fields of grass, corn and 
otlKr grain have been blig,luted and 
destroyed, and human ingenuity has 
been tested in the effort to cope 
with the infliction. Doubtless the num­
ber of the worms and the injury 
caused by them have been exagger­
ated, nevertheless great damage has 
been done in some localities in spite 
of all that could be done to check 
their ravages. A great quantity of 
poisoned bran was scattered about 
promiscuously, cr sown in the trench­
es surrounding the fields. As a re­
sult, numerous army worms, many 
birds and some poultry were de­
stroyed.
Entomologists of the United States 
Department of Agriculture have rec­
ommended wholesale poisoning from 
time to time for cutworms arid army 
worms. Others have followed them 
in this recommendation and the news­
papers have published this means of 
defense far and wide. Nevertheless, 
this wholesale poisoning Is unneces- 
(Continued on page 7.)
TAXIDERMISTS
G. VV. PICKEL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tackle. 
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs. 
RANGfcLEY. - - .  MAINH
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen 
Known the world over for excel­
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
M. L. GETCHELL CO., 
Monmouth, . . .  Main*
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  MAI N M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  MAIN
DANCING PARTY 
AT CAMP COOS
H. C. Mtrwin Gives Instructive 
Talk at Church and Other 
Program Numbers
Thomley and Root gave musical se­
lections and Miss Mary Root gave an 
entertaining reading. Refreshments of 
punch and fancy cakes were served 
during the evening. Those present 
beside the house guests were the1 
Misses Fales of New Rochelle, N. 
Y., the Misses Root of Jamaica Plain
MOOSE ATTACKS 
AN AUTOMOBILE
L E T T E R  FROM
Former Phillips Woman Tells 
Her Exciting Experiences on 
German Liner.
of
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Osborne 
! of Limestone and Mrs. Prank O. Os-;
MRS. B R A C K E TT  brown. It is a delightfully restful 
------ ! [place to be stranded but we are go­
ing to be packed ready to go on Brit­
ish soil when there’s a chance. We 
shall be saved the annoyances of a 
strange tongue. Emily is anxious to 
go to Clovelly, a very picturesquePhillips relatives have received a
Weld, Aug. 23.
Hon. J. S. P. H. Wilson, deputy 
united states marshal and Mr. Bedell 
of Auburn, were guests at D. B. 
Swett's a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Perry, Mrs. 
Macgrath and Mrs. Mosher of Wilton 
were in town Thursday calling on 
Mr. Perry’s niece, Mrs. H. H. Field.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Willard of 
Portland are guests of Mrs. Willard’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Har­
mon.
Col. Bisbee of Jacksonville, Fla., 
is in town for a few days., staying at 
Bert Brown’s.
William Soule of the Boston Post 
■ came last week to spend two weeks 
with liis family.
Mr. Carl Milliken of Island Fall3 
and Mr. Harold Sewall of Bath were 
speakers at the Republican Rally 
held at the Congregational church 
Wednesday afternoon. Among those 
from out of town who attended the 
rally were Judge Currier Holman of 
Farmington and G. H. Bass of Wil­
ton.
At the schoohouse Wednesday 
evening Thomas Austin of Farming- 
ton spoke at the1 Democratic caucus.} 
Among the visitors were Eugene 
Herrick of Rangeley and Harrison C. 
Faes of New Rochelle, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Marsh and 
Harold Marsh of Dixfield and Mr. 
and Mrs. George Holman and child­
ren of "Washington, D. C., are staying 
at the Marsh camp for a few weeks.
Miss Marguerite Marsh of Auburn 
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. H.
I. Allen at Camp Onawa.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunning of Bruns-; 
wick are the guests of her brother, 
D. B. Swett.
Wednesday evening at the Con-| 
gregationai church Mr. Countryman oft 
Washington, D. C., gave an Interest­
ing talk on the prominent men he 
had met in Washington. His daugh­
ter, Mrs. A. E. Hodsdon of New
i
Haven sang two solos and Miss 
Frances Wright of Providence played 
a piano solo. A silver offering was 
taken at the door for the Christian 
Endeavor.
At Camip Coos Thursday evening, 
Mrs. Albert Thomley gave a party 
and dance for the Misses Bradley of 
Providence, who have been her 
guests for the past two weeks. The 
living and dining rooms were decor­
ated with vines, colored paper and 
candles. Music was furnished in 
the evening by the Misses Fales and 
the victrola, and the Misses Fales,
and Miss RusseLl of Augusta; Messrs. borne of Fort Fairfield, who were} letter from Mrs_ Louise W. Brackett,j town on the northern shore of this
Charles Hoslam„ Providence; Walter retiming from Wateiville by auto-| of Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia, 1 southern cape of England. It is said
Reynolds, Boston; Phillips Ryder, m o b , i l e *i were attacked by an infuna- JJ<jW in Falm<mthj England, dated to be the most picturesque town in
'New Bedford; Mr. Countryman, N ew 'ted bul1 mooSe iai a stretcb of tMck | August 4. The letter was addressed England, about 100 miles away judg-
woods near Danforth the other night. ber daughter, Mrs. Thomas E. frg by the map. the last ten by stage 
The animal was attracted by the Robertgon of Washington, D. C. In or something. On one point in view
glare of the headlights and made a Ker letter Mrs. Brackett speaks of from this steamship is a stone castle
savage rush for the car. it was on- t>eing detained aboard ship and of where one of the Charles was im-
ly by opening up the lever and tuim-,ber anXiety to go on shore as soon prisoned. A three masted schooner 
ing on all his power suddenly, that as possible. Mrs. Brackett former- is Just being towed out by a tug with
Mr. Osborne managed to avoid the iy lived in Phillips and consequent- a rod hull.' Most of the little boats
on-rushing forest giant, says the Ban- \y the letter is of special interest, have sails in colors said to be paint-
Haven; Rowland Reach, Cranston, R. 
I.; and Mr. Bellows of Provi­
dence; Addice Nelson, Brookline.
•Prof. A. Spanhoffd of Washing­
ton, D. C.., who has been teaching at 
the University of Pennsylvania sum­
mer school arrived with his family 
at Lake Grove cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ham and son 
Gardner Ham of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., 
and Miss Christopher of Pejepscot 
are at 'Camp Recreation for a few 
weeks. They had as guests for a 
few days, Mr. and Mrs. Chandler 
Ham and two children of Livermore 
Falls. Mrs. J. G. Ham of Livermore 
I alls is their guest for a week. 
Callers Saturday were Dr. Lewis 
Hayden of Livermore Falls and his 
brother Philip Ham of New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holt of Mat- 
tapan, Mass., were guests for a few 
days of John Sanborn.
Mrs. Sybil Minot of Portland is 
the guest of her sister,, Mrs. George 
Grey for a few days.
Mrs. E. W. Spaulding and daught­
er of Washington, D. C., are at 
Lake Grove cottage for a few' weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Keefe, W. H. Ellis, 
Miss Rose Laugblin of Boston are in 
one of Tainter’s camps for two 
weeks.
Mrs. W. T. Clarkson and daughter 
Marion of Boston are at the Maples 
for two wreeks. k
Friends in town have received 
cards announcing the marriage of 
Harris Latham and Sadie E. Mann in 
Boston last week. They will be at 
home in Weld October first, where 
they will build a new house on Up­
per Church street.
Howard Reynolds of the Boston 
Post w'as the week end guest at 
Mae-Mae-Gwam Lodge.
Wilbur Parlln of Maple City, Kan­
sas, is the guest of liis brother Ed­
win Parlln and other relatives after 
an absence of thirty years.
Mr. R. A. Grayson and friends of
Ben-
It follows: —
Falmouth, Cornwall, Eng.,
Tuesday, August 4, 1914. 
My Dear Children:
Don't know whether the letters 
(that w'e have put into the hands of
gor News.
Mr. Osborne and the two ladies 
li-ad a pleasant trip through central 
Maine from Waterville, and as dusk 
approached in the evening, the head­
lights on the front of the car were 
turned on. They were driving at a
moderate rate of speed through the , , ,  . ,. , _ • _  . we ve done all we could to have youthick wroods near Danforth when,, 1 hear from us. This is a lovely spot suddenly, there was a crashing sound . . , . ,. T i Ito rest in after a night of exoite- in the bushes beside the road. Look- a , .x . . ment for everybody on board. Theying up, they saw the towering, shag- g&y ^  ^  ^  ^  htfm for
gy form of a large moose, who was, thirty.gix ^  ^  a uttIe pest
enraged by the strong glare of the ^  nQW g(jne ^  olotheg
Ii-hts which were fuil upon ham. to another Hamburg-Amprican at an- 
He stood for an instant and then ^  near ^  A petition to the 
launched himself forward, toward tliejcaptain and another tQ our AmOTican 
front of the automobile where the Consul at Palmouth bag been gigned 
lights were shining, with the speed of Americans and any others that 
an express train and nearl> its. wished to be disembarked here. In 
weight. Realizing their danger, Mr. ^  steerage th.ere are gaid to be
Osborne reached down and turned on fifty deported Germans which no 
his power all the power the car had d0Xlbt complicates the situation. We 
in reserve. It responded with had a visitor in a boat market! H 
suddenness which saved them fromjM_ c  who on Mg departure wh,en h 
the amipact, and the side of the auto- j cached the fron,t called to the oap.
so . we
ed to prevent their mildewing. They 
are different browns and yellows and 
some of the hulls are greens of dif­
ferent shades.
, Afternoon.
The latest development is the ap-
the purser have left the boat, but l>earance of three British Men of War
mobile grazed the charging moose by ^  to >take down Ms wireSj
speed now have no communication by wire-
at the entrance to this pretty little 
harbor. We have heard that our 
steamship can stay here only 24 
hoursi Two officers came Later from 
the warships. They went from this 
to the other Hamburg-American that 
is here. Since the last writing I’ve 
been told that another German boat 
a half hour ahead of us was taken 
prisoner by French and warned ours 
by wireless so it was turned and wit 
all possible spee£ rushed to this 
little harbor.
Later. )
The captain has returned from the 
town where he found no American 
Consul and the German Consul an 
Englishman. Our petition was pre­
sented but they must hear from Lon­
don before we can have permission t 
disembark. It ought not to take so 
very long to communicate with Lon­
don. Some of the Germans want to 
go straight back to America. Some 
are very much discommoded in a 
business way. Emily can keep her 
contract with the library by going to
SANDY R IVER  & RANGELEY  
LAKES R A IL R 1A D
TltlU TABLE
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
Milford, Mass., are occupying 
nie Swett’s camp on the west side 
for a few weeks..
Mr. and Mms. Barnard Root of, , _
Boston are guests at Lake View cot- ^ ° ^ \ ______ ____ 4i
tage for two weeks.
Sunday evening at the Congrega 
tional church Hen. H. C. Merwin of 
Boston gave an instructive talk on i 
Out Friends, the Dumb Animals;
Mr. R. A. Grayson of Milford, bari­
tone sang two solos and Mrs. Wine- 
fred Staples Smith of Dixfield also 
gave two soprano solos. Mr. Phil-' 
lips Ryder of New Bedford played a 
flute solo and Wallace Conant of,
j a few inces. Not slackening
I for an instant, Mr. Osborne shot legs_ We look for thQ tWQ captai,ng 
through the woods road and out tato|to consult with, German consul if to 
the open again, as though the car, be found at Falmouth. It looks like 
had been projected from a cannon. a smau 0id town on a side hill ex-
Mr. Osborne considers it exceed- tending up from the water. Out-
ingly unsafe to travel through thej side’ that the hillsides are divided up 
woods in that section of the state , iato small irregular fields, some ap- Oxford for a library Association meet 
by automobile at night without being, parently ripe wheat, others different'ing but is very much dissappointed 
armed. The headlights of a car aoti greeni8 and occasionally one a red' (Continued on page six)
on a moose and deer in precisely the j _________________ ____________________ _______________________
same manner as a jack light a n d ______________ * ’ ~~~
they can never be relied upon on notj 
to charge, when once they are caught 
in the glare. Mr. Osborne feels | 
that be and his party were exceed­
ingly fortunate to have escaped the
moose near Kingman as easily as 
they did.
“ It was more good luck than any-
But the two women say it was his i 
! quick thinking and prompt action in 
turning on all of his power, which j 
saved them from harm.
i - - - - - - - - - 7- - - - - - - - - -
I P R E S E N TE D  T R O U T  TO COLONEL  
ROOSEVELT.
E A S T E R N  S T E A M S H IP  
C O R P O R A T IO N
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm­
ington at 12.02 P. M., for Kingfield and Rangeley. i 
At 4.20 P. *1. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday | 
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen­
ger trains arrive from Kiigfield and Rangeley at 
7.55 A. M. and fro n Bigelow and Rangeley at i.55 
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves 
at 11.00 A. M.
STRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M : for 
Phillips and R »n?eley, and at L3.30 P. M. and 4.50 I 
P. M. for Kingfield end Bigelow. At 7.50 A, M. ] 
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran­
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M.. 
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow 
an* Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives 
from Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaven at 3.40 
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.46 
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from 
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaven for Phillips at 
1.40 P. M. and for Wingfield at 3.00 P. M. 
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave Phill­
ips f »r Farm ngton at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. 
r’o • R,xn rainy at-. 12 5 > P. M. and 5 13 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from 
Farmington at 2.15 P. 54. R mgeloy 3.00 P. M.
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A. 
M and eaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M 
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAINS letwe for 
Farmington at 5 35 A. M. and 11 30 A. M. and ar­
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar­
rives at 100 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. l\d.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A. M. and 
leaves at 10.45 A. MSALEM PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington at 6.50 A. M. and 12.60 P. M. Ar­
rives from Farmington at 5.23 P. M., from Strong 
at 8.15 A.M. „  „
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Streng at 1.15 P. M. 
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives 
from Farmington at 5 42 P: M. and from Strong 
at 8.36 A. M. Leaves for Bigelow at 8.40 A. M. 
and 5.45 P. M, Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A. 
M. a..d 7.30 P. M.
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for 
Farmington at 11.20 A. M., for Kingfield at 6.40 
P. M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A. M.; from 
Farmington at 6.35 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 
A. M.
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
Frank N. Curtiss of New York 
City, who is spending the summer at 
his East Auburn cottage caught an
, . , 8% pound brown, trout at Lake Au- South Framingham was accompanist.' and rs ^  Rcosevelt waa
It was one of the best evening aer-j boardIng Ms traln ,a L#wtoton> Mr.
vices of the season and will be fob „  .. , , ..• i Curtiss personally presented the trout lowed the last Sunday of August by,. _ . . . , . , <iTTr. .'  tc the Colonel who exclaimed: “ Whata talk on Forestry by Prof. Chapman , +1 ,J  ^ . do you think of that? Isn t thatof Yale University, while the musa- , , ,’ . , bully?’ He then passed the troutcal program will be furnished by the . . .  , ... ... , ,, ,1 6 , ,, A. to has secretary with the remark thatMisses Fales of New Rochelle,, Is. Y., . ~ ,, he would have it for breakfast. Col.and Mr. C. W. Arey of New Bedford. „  ,, .. . , , ^ | Roosevelt thanked Mr. Curtiss heart-Monday evening at Conant s pa- .jy
vilion there will be a free dance with ___________
music furnished by an orchestra of
summer residents, when a Boat Club «T • D'fcIn, ’ , , -■ I suppose she fainted when her
will be organized to take charge o arm wag Hrokefi?” “No, indeed; she
al' boat races and athletic contests scarcely noticed it.’’ “Scarcely no-
next summer. [ ticed it?” “No. You see she was
Recent guests at the Pleasant Pond wearing tight shoes at the time and 
House are, F. F. Caswell. Waterville; j the>' ke)>t her mind fully occupied.”
M. M. Coolidge, East Dixfield; W.
W .Rollins, North Jay; Douglass' -------------------- -" ............  ^
Bros North Jay Thos D Austin ! ................. .
Farmington; Eugene I Herrick. Ran-j | Catering 10 “ Up State”  Folks I 
geley; J. O. Eichel, Berlin, N. If.; !* r ijr  -  - -  -  — —
Win. W. Eustis,, Dixfield, Donald f I n t  
Knapp, John Robbins, East Dixfield;'| NcW 
Alton Brown,. Dixfield; George H.!|
CHASE HOUSE
Fifteen Lines of Steamers Connecting New York and 
Boston with the .
Great Vacation Country of M a in e  
and the M ar i t im e  Provinces
The service of this Corporation affords the ideal means of sum­
mer travel throughout the Gulf of Maine and between the principal sea- 
coast cities and summer resorts of Maine.
The Corporation maintains a fleet of over thirty steamers, among 
them many of the finest and best equipped passenger vessels in the 
American Merchant Service.
The total mileage of the Eastern Steamship Lines, (including the 
mileage of th 5 Baston & Yarmauth Steamship Co. Ltd., under the 
management of the Eastirn Steamship Corporation) is 2407 statute 
miles. In addition to the passenger service, which is maintained daily 
throughout the summer season, these lines afford the most economical 
and direct freight service between the points reached by the lines and 
their adjacent territory.
The lines of the Eastern Steamship Corportion are as follows:— 
Bosto i & Portland Line; Kennebec Line; Bangor Line; International 
Lines; Metropolitan Steamship Line (connecting with Boston and New 
York.)
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE CONNECTING 
PORTLAND WITH NEW YORK 
FARE $6 ROUND TRIP $ 10
Portland & Rockland Line; Portland & Booth bay Line, Bath & Booth" 
bay Line; Mt, Desert & Blue Hill Lines (comprising “ the Bar Harbor, ’ ’ 
“ Blue Hill”  and “ Sedgwick”  Lines;) the Frontier Line (between Cal­
ais ard points on the St. Croix River), and the Yarmouth Line (Boston 
& Yarmouth Steamship Co., Ld., under the management of the Eastern 
Steamship Corporation.
H. A. CLAY, Supt.
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
H. T. SANBORN, Agent
Bangor, Me.
Portland Passenger and Ticket Office Telephone No. 4114
434 Congress St.,
Lisbon, North New Portland.
Recent guests at the Maples are C. 
S. Dailing and wife, Agnes Dailiing, 
Ida Dailing, chauffeur, Binghamton, 
N. Y.; Mrs. W. T. Clarkson, Mamie 
Clarkson.. Boston; J. Whitman Barry, 
New York City; H. E. Littlejohn, 
Portland, Me.; F. Blaisdell, Dixfield; 
Geo. A. Ballard, Geo. A. Ballard 2nd, 
W_. E. Foley, Fall River,, Mass.
Daily “l'hought.
Only for the cheerful does the tree 
of life blossom; for the innocent the 
well-spring of youth keeps still flow­
ing, even in old age.—Arndt.
\
| PORTLAND, M AINE |
| Erected in 1911, and positively the only | 
Fireproof Hotel in the City 
I Elevator Service, Private and Public | 
| Baths and every convenience for the com- 1 
1 fort o f guests including
| HOT AND COLD RUNNING I 
I WATER AND LOCAL AND 1 
I LONG DISTANCE TELE- 1 
1 PHONE IN EVERY ROOM |
1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED | 
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS | 
| American Plan S2.50 per day, upward | 
| European Plan S1,00 per day, upward |
E Letters o f  Inquiry regarding rates e tc ., promptly answered. E
| H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN, | 
Proprietors. §
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THE SPORTS HAN’S NEWSPAPER OP AMERICA
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
Subscription S 1. a yr., 82. for 6 months;Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods 
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and 
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the 
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with 
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion 
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting. Rifle. Re­
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
SEND ONE DOLL LR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION.
If not more than satisfied with it the money will be refunded on request.
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
801 MASONIC TEMPLE; CHICAGO,
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M AINE , A U G U S T  27, 1914
MAINE W O O D S CONTINUED RUSH
ISSUED WEEKLY
J. W . Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
THE PAST WEEK
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
OUTING EDITION
pages ...........................................  $1.00 per year
LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 pages............................... $1.60 per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub­
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription 
75 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter. January 21, 
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under 
the Act of March 3.1879,
The Spotts Entertain Friends at 
the “Little Brown House.”
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire 
of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- 
ng and Outing news, and the Franklin county 
ocally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish 
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address or your raper 
ahanged, please give the old as well as new 
address.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 27, 1914
' ‘FATHER OF THE 
TWO FOOT GAUGE”
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines 
Landing, August 2a.1—There has been 
one continued rush the past week 
with a house and camps full, and as 
fast as one automobile party leaves 
another comes, for When they reach 
this place and look out over the 
lake and across the miles of unbrok­
en forest beyond, all Avant to tarry 
in their journey.
This week a great improvement 
has been made along the carry road 
to the Outlet, for the bushes along 
the side of the road have been cut, 
thus giving a chance to j^ cok ahead 
and see the teams and automobiles 
one is to meet.
At the “ Little Brown House” on 
the trail, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Spotts 
of New York on Saturday evening 
gave- a chicken and waffle supper to 
Dr. and Mrs. E. Cudliff, Mrs. D. F. 
McMahan, Mrs. F. Larkin and Masto 
Ralph Kirk Spotts all of New York.
cided whom.
Already nearly all of the camps 
are engaged for 1915 and the prospect 
is for a larger number of guests for 
September than ever before to enjoy 
the autumn days at Haines Landing.
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Swallow are 
planning to land a five-pound salmon 
to-morrow, as they already have 
bought a quart of worms, which like 
everything else since the war have 
“ gone up” and now sell at $1.50 per 
quart.
SEVEN RECORDS
BROUGHT IN
Time Not Long Enough for the 
Various Diversions Found. 1css.SSK1
The Barker,
Mooselookmeguntic Lake, 
August 22, 1914.
For the past two weeks there has 
been one grand rush, every cabin-and 
room in the hotel taken, the crowd 
coming and going , in all directions, 
climbing the mcuntain, fishing in the 
lake, going off for picnic dinners up
Dies at Medford State Asylum at 
Age of 73.
George F. Mansfield, formerly of 
Phillips, and widely known' as “ The 
Father of the TAvo-Foot Gauge” died 
at the Medfield State Assylum, Med- 
field, Mass., August 14, at the age 
of seventy three years.
Mr. Mansfield was sent to Med-
, . „  ™y,rf. the Cupsuptic or on the lake shore,Dr. P .H . Hayden of P ortlan < ,^ O iautomobil.ng ^  ^  ^
left on Saturday, tvi. e■ m i dancing and card playing in the even-
sed in social life of the hotel. i jng ,
Mr. and Mrs. Mm. A. Wamock ofj “ Time is not half long enough to do 
Jamacia, N. Y.„ o n ‘Saturday started the things we want to do and we are
so happy. I don’ t think there can be a 
accompany more desirable spot to spend the sum­
mer, ”  is the way one lady expressed 
it.
Col. and Mrs. Samuel D. Litt of
for a trip through the chain, of lakes 
and Dixville Notch to 
their friends Mr. and Mrs. Wm. W.
Gillen, who have been their guests 
for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Marshall of Philadelphia, who are here for an ex-
Hopkinton, Mass., are the guests of tended stay in Boston Camp, the first
field as incurably feeble minded. An|]vir. and Mrs. W. D. Mosl.ier, aaiIio of the week received a cablegram tell-
autposy showed that by the closing of have been in camp here since early ; ing them their son, Jack, wTifo was in
arteries his brain had been literally 
starved.
Mr. Mansfield will be remembered 
as the builder, conductor and gener­
al manager of the narrow gauge road 
from Phillips to Farmington, which 
was afterward extended to Rangeley. 
He also built the Bridgeton and Saco 
River Railroad, and a narrow gauge 
road from Billerica to Bedford, Mass, 
which proved to be a disaster.
Europe, would reach New York yes- 
a terday and they were there to meet
in the season.
Bailey Brower of New York,
class mate of • Frank him. Their automobile met them in
Portland and the many friends of Jack 
will have a hearty welcome for him on
Princeton
Hendrickson is here for a two weeks’ 
stay and with Tom Canadian guide, 
the hoys are now at Kennebago.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Dausy of Bal­
timore, Md., and Mr. and Mrs. W. D. 
Penderr of Norfolk, Va., who are 
touring New England in their auto-
his arrival this evening.
Last evening Mr. and Mrs. Jonas 
Mann of Philadelphia at their camp 
gave a most enjoyable party to ten of 
their friends.
Almost every evening there are 
happy gatherings in the differentmobile,, greatly enjoyed a stay ofA number of prominent men were1 several days here on the lake shore. : camp“s> f~ ra]1 seem to unite jn t • 
interested with him in this later Mdss Johnson of New York is the to add to the pleasure of others 
road. General B. F. Butler, while gU6St cf Mr. and Mrs. James Kirk- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Simonton of 
taking no stock, gave him a cheek by of Englewood, N. J., who are; Pittsburgh, Pa.t whi]e automobiling 
fox five thousand dollars with his speBding &everal weeks in one of th | through the state, tarried here part of 
good wishes. At the opening of the cam|pS j the week.
road, with bands playing, flags fly- ^  and Mrs> j .  Vernon Smith and Frederick Driscoll, who was in Bos- 
ing, train decorated with flowers and daughlter, Miss Dorotl y V. Smith of ton for a few days, has returned, ac-
with many dignitaries, from Governor New York are among the new comers 
Talbot to the selectmen of the toAvns, who expTess themselves as greatly 
aboard, the husky little engine for- delighted ^ th  the Rangeleys. 
got its fowner good manners and top- m e  Crow>s Nest is still the happy 
pled over into the ditch. home of two charming people, Mr.
Naturally, the whole crowd con- and j j rs> m . T. Swallow of Quincy, 
demned th e“ two-foot railway” and Masg_
companied by Mrs. Driscoll’s aunt of 
Dorchester, who will remain with them 
until they return home the first of Sep­
tember.
Mrs. Lillie Keller and two daughters 
who have been here for several weeks, 
started for New York this morning and
left Mr. Mansfield and his train Mr aBd Mrs. A. DegTaun War- aie 90 much pleased with the place,
crew to their exceeding deep humi- n_r-u. of Haverfcrd Penn., have join- th y^ plan to return next year, 
fetkm. • ! edtheiT parents ik camp for the • “ j - “ d Mrs. E. A. Ginzburg, and
The chagrined inventor, engineer, geptember days. H Kr  'L  138 ^ nnle’ " ld frlend. Mrs-
promoter, faced bankruptcy. At this Morris L. Willetts of New Vnrk ' ’ Wew y °rk are f°r a
juncture Alonson
I ^
! Yo ,
L. Brown, of New joined Ms parents on Saturday and * S ay apD,Jy located in Lynn
Hampshire^ came to Ids assistance,^ cabll,egrajn received tells that his Mr and Mrq w  q T .. , , .
bought the road and sold the para- sist Mi.S(S Eliza* expect to land in J  Nathalie C i l  l  r £ '
phanalia to the Sandy River Ccan- New York Irom Europe to-day and ^  ‘
pany. The rails were taken up, ex- a„  ,!0pe to welcome her here at Hartford. Conn., who have fo r T v e r j
cept where forothle resistance pre-j Moos6loolaneguntte Tuesday. weeks been automobi,ing; came ^
vented, and rails, engines, cars and Miss Dorotby Etv„  ot Brooklyn, for a short s, butg; ere 
outer assets were shipped to Maine who apent amamer of 1913 * t ; plewed with this ptace they have char-
while the rights of way were taken ^  hotelj bas returned, accompanied tered a motor boat and will spend some
by the old Lowell Railroad and aL  her nepbew> Master W. J. Bruffjtime voting the places on the lake 
standard gauge road built thereon. of Bridgeport> Conn.* and Miss Dora and be “at home”  in Camp Yapeechu 
From this disaster Mr. Mansfield Bacfcea. cf N,ew York. ' Me-srs. Milton Stiner and S. T.‘
never fully recovered, yet always E A Fir,iger is a New Yorker who Freeman of New York are here for 
hopeful he traveled to the West and . .
| IS  J /d -S 'O lIj g.
South and a number of narrow gauge i;otel 
roads grew out of his “ missionary
vacation days at
work.” from which he reaped no pro- in SavaMahi GeU) 
fit. Promoters, with less invent-
this their annual outing.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wolf and baby,
Coming from the’ir southern home Richard, had to shorten their stay as 
Mrs. E. R. Gibbes Mr. Wolf was this week called home on 
and maid, Miss Joan Gibbes and J. account of business, 
ive ingenuity and more business Ramies have taken cue of thej Joseph W. Boudy of New York is
shrewdness, profited by his solution lQg cabdns for the remainder of the the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Good- 
of some important transportation ^  I frit nd.
Problems of the time. I Messrs. Charles W. Eaten and A .: Mr. and Mrs. C. Ludwig Bawman
From many tribulations his body B giilvkl o£^ avehill are among the and daughter, Miss Elizabeth, and son 
rests at Forest Hills by that of his new comers will, spelld some an  ^nurse of Far Rockaway, N. Y., are
newcomers who will remain until the 
midole of September.
Mrs. J. W. Schroder and daughter, 
Miss Ruth, of New York, who have 
been here for a month, left for home
first wife, who died in 1870.
CORINNA AUTO  P A R TY  CHASES  
BEAR IN ROAD.
An automobile party,, made up of 
T. F. Burrill, E. A. Steward, Guy 
Pearson and Norman Burrill, while 
on a recent trip to Kingsbury in 
search of blueberries had the excit­
ing experience of chasing a large 
black bear, which jumped into the 
road a short distance ahead of the 
car. The power was turned on 
artd, as the car sped forward, the 
bear started running along the road. 
He was pursued for some distance 
before he finally took to the woods 
and made good his escape.
time in camp.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. W. HayAvard (E 
Providence arrived to-day and have 
taken one of the camps.
A party motored to' Mingo Springs today 
to watch a game of ball between the. Cap. Barker jg now runni hja 
West Rangeley and Stratton. boys automobile t0 take passengers t0 and 
and "our boys" are a'.l ready to play, f r0m the Oquossoc station 
with anyone, though it is not yet de- Mr. and Mrs. David Kirschbaum and
daughter, Miss Ruth, of Philadelphia 
motored from Belgrade and were the 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Weile in 
Camp Kline for several days this week.
Jacob Goodfriend has returned from 
New York to spend the remainder of 
the season with his family.
Julius A. Hillman and sister, Miss 
Emily Hillman, of Washington, D. C.»
FOXES WANTED
Alive, unhurt, all birds, old or younsr. Also 
mink, marten *nd fisher. Will handle above 
named anima's at all times of year Write or 
wi e w> at you have t> otfer, statinv lowest 
price. Fur farmers wanting stock sh uId write 
me for prices ai d information before buying 
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover, MaineTel. 61.15
have returned for another stay at The 
Barker.
Mrs. H. M. Fish and daughters of 
Wellesley, Mass., who have been tour­
ing the Rangeleys, are making a short 
stay here on their way home via the 
Chain of Lakes and Dixville Notch.
Everyone fishes by the hour and the 
day, for there are often from 20 to 30 
boats anchored out on the lake, every 
one plug fishing, and all catch fish, al­
though not many big ones.
Seven records have been brought in 
this we^k. Miss Ruth Goodfriend of 
New York, Gard Hinkley guide, a 3- 
pound trout; Dr. A. Steine of New 
York, a 3 1-2-pound salmon.
Mrs. Feldstein of New York is very 
proud of the 4-pound salmon she caught 
with Bob Martin guide.
E. R. Thompson of Philadelphia is 
high line this week with a 5-pound 
salmon, Webb Boulton guide.
Col. Litt landed a 3 3-4 pound salm­
on.
Mrs. David T. Fleisher of Philadel­
phia caught a 4-pound salmon and Mrs. 
Arthur Stein of New York a 3 1-2- 
pound trout, Gard Hinkley guide.
There is a prospect of a better Sep­
tember business than usual this year 
and if the weather is warm many will 
linger until the October days.
MUCH GAIETY AT 
THE LAKE HOUSE
Colonel Caswell to Give Lecture 
on Personal Experience in 
Africa.
(Special Correspondence)
Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley., 
August 26.—The past week has been 
one of continual gaiety. The hotel 
for days has been packed and over­
flowing into many of the homes in 
the village and never ha\re there betsl 
more people in this splendid summer 
land of Maine than now. The “ out­
door idea’ ’ is a growing custom and 
is becoming more and more univer­
sal and where can one find a spot 
equal to the Rangeleys? From the 
early morning when at 6.30 o ’clock 
the fine horses stand waiting at the 
door ready to take the rider for a 
gallop of miles over the hills, until 
the last strain of the music is heard; 
and the dancers return to the hotel 
everyone seems to be in the merry 
whirl of pleasures.
There are many among this J‘liappy 
family” who came Avith the June day 
and they will linger until the autumn 
comes and the great Artist (that no 
one can equal) from off Nature’s pal­
ette paints the hillside scarlet and 
gold and the frost Aveed blooms by the 
roadside, and the birds have gone to 
their sunny winter homes in the 
south.
The late comer is very enthusias-i 
tic over the grand wild beauty of the 
Rangeleys which is a new- and novel j 
picture to him, which those avIto 
have been here for years admire nor* 
the less.
M. ,Fox and daughter, Miss F. Fox 
of Hartford,. Conn., motored here to­
day from the Balsams in DixAille, 
Notch.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Johnson of New 
York are among this week’s comers, 
who at present have rooms in the 
village while waiting to be taken in­
to the hotel, for as fast as one party 
leave others are anxiously waiting to 
take their places.
Miss Bertha Schickle of New York 
has joined her mother and sisters 
for a stay of seA’eral weeks.
Monday afternoon Mrs. Herbert 
Plass of New York entertained three: 
tables of bridge and served tea and] 
sandwiches.
On Monday evening Mrs. King en­
tertained at bridge and most delight­
ful are these summer pastimes for 
the ladies who love the game now so 
popular all over the country.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Lentz of Brook­
lyn, N. Y., have taken r6oms at this 
hotel for an extended stay.
Coming by automobile and by boat 
from all the different camps and 
hotels in this region large parties
Fifty Against Two. It Is not rea­
sonable to expect two weeks of 
outing to overcome the effects cf 
fifty weeks of confinement. Take 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla along with you. 
It refreshes the blood, improves the 
appetite;, makes sleep easy and rest­
ful.
daily dine here, and the big dining 
room presents a pretty picture dur­
ing the noon hours.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Furst of New 
York who came last Saturday were 
this week joined Mrs. Furst’s par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Benneohe 
of New York and the party plan to 
remain for part of the September 
days.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Temple, Miss 
Elizabeth Temple, d iaries Temple, 
and Miss Emily Young are a pleas­
ant party from S war than ore, Penn., 
Avho came for the first time and ex­
press themselves as much pleased 
with the place.
Miss Marion Symnott, Avho has been 
here for the season Avith her par­
ents, is visiting Avitli friends at Ken- 
nebunkport.
Last Saturday evening Miss Ger­
trude Newcomhe of New York gave 
a dinner in honor of her friend Miss 
Elvira Kush whose birthday it was. 
The table in the dining room Avas 
beautifully decorated and covers laid 
for tAvelve young people, the others 
being Miss Alice Kush;, Miss Lillian 
White, Miss Helen Silvester, Miss 
Alice BullAvinkle, Messrs. Charles 
Newcombe, Carrol Marble, Thomas 
MacAdams, Herbert Klein, Albert 
White, Otto von Schrenk.
Messrs. H. F. Seavey of Boston 
and John S. Seavey of Plymouth, N. 
H., were here for over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Greendlinger are 
among the late New Y'orkers, Avho 
motored here and plan to tarry some 
time.
Col. John CasAvell of New York, 
who has for several Aveeks been in 
camp on the shore of Kennebago has 
returned and tomorroAv evening at 
Furbish hall gives his wonderful il­
lustrated lecture of his oAvn adven­
tures while "hunting big game in 
the wilds of Africa” and not often 
in this part of the country does one 
have an opportunity to hear a lec­
ture of such great interest.
Last Saturday a big touring car 
came across country from Belgrade, 
bringing the ball team from the Bel­
grade Hotel which played Avith our 
boys and the game 13 to 9 was in 
favor of the Rangeley Lake House 
team.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Rocikafellow of 
Hot Springs,, Ark., are here for their 
first visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Frank Day 
of Boston arrived Saturday for an 
extended stay.
Mrs. W. Percy Simpson and Mrs. 
William Simpson of Overbrook, Penn., 
and Miss Katherine S. Vinton of 
Lafayette., Ind., are again spending 
several Aveeks at this, one of New 
England’s most attractive spots.
Mrs. Joseph McFarland and Miss 
M. I. Steel of Philadelphia, who came 
the last of the week plan to remain 
for some time.
J. Howard Duer of Boston came 
by the Friday night Pullman and 
spent Sunday with his family, wfiio 
are here for the season.
Miss Charles K. Nichols and daugh­
ter, Miss Nichols of Summit, N. J., 
are among this Aveek’s comers, who 
wrill linger for a number of Aveeks.
Mrs. F. L. Harrison and Miss L. 
Smith, two Philadelphia ladies are 
happily located for the remainder of 
the month.
The following party of Ncav York­
ers, who motored from the White 
Mountains were here for over Sun­
day, Mr. and Mrs. W. Krus, Mr. 
and Mrs. Fuller.
It surely was the jolly four, and 
happy young gentlemen from New 
York, guests of this hotel, Wilard 
Wadsworth, Wm. Bours, A. A. Tilney 
and J. M. Tilney, who the first of 
the week hiked it across the 'coun­
try to Tim Pond,, where they had 
great fly fishing, Mr. Bours catching 
over fifty and “ who said this was 
a long walk?”
Miss May Allis of Derby, Conn., 
who spent last summeY with her par­
ents at this hotel AATas heartily greet­
ed by old friends on her arrival 
Thursday for a few weeks’ stay.
Mrs. H. G. Smith and son C. L. 
Smith, Mrs. C. M. Sibley and son 
Alexander H. Sibley were a delight­
ful party from Detroit, Mich.,, who 
are storing through New England 
and made a short stay herd, left 
this morning for Poland Springe.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward PoavoII, Geo. 
R. and Ralph C. Powell and Mr. and 
Mrs. George J. Grabb of Philadelphia 
who are stopping at Maplewood,, N„ 
(Continued on page eight )
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CLASSIFIED
One cent a word in advance. No headline or 
other display. Subjects in a. b. c, order
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE—Summer cottages and 
lots in Blanchard, Maine. Good fish­
ing and hunting. Fine scenery. F. 
G. Hayden, Brighton, Maine. Tel­
ephone connection.
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma­
chine. In first class condition. In­
quire at Maine Woods office.
FOR SALE—Village stands for
sale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine 
Morrison.
CAN HAVE FROGS’ 
LEGS IF NOT FISH
Find The Tavern a Pleasant Place 
to Tarry.
FOR SALE—Two lots of land ad­
joining The Barker Hotel on south 
end. Also motor boats to let and 
for sale. Address with stamp to 
Robert Martin, (Guide), Haines Lan­
ding, Maine.
W A N T E D .
WANTED—Kitchen girl and two wal 
resses. Address Mingo Hotel, Min­
go Springs, Rangeley.
WANTED—Boy from 16 to 20 years 
to make himself generally useful in 
August. Apply Camp Ray, near Min­
go, Rangeley. Salary $20.
WANTED—Waitresses, kitchen and 
laundry help for September in sport­
ing camps. Wages $5.00 per week.j 
A. A. Berry, Supt., Megantic Fish &; 
Game Corp., Eustis, Maine.
WANTED—A bright boy to learn 
the printers trade. A good chance 
for the right one. Apply to Maine 
Woods, Phillips., Me.
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND—Purse. Owner may have
it at Maine Woods office by paying 
for advertising.
CAMPS F U L L  A T  CHA1RBACK  
M O U N T A IN
August 5, word from Chairback 
Mountain Camps, C. J. Henderson^, 
proprietor, reached from Katahdin 
Iron Works is that the following 
guests, numbering 25, are at present 
enjoying themselves at camp:
Mr. and Mrs. William Sparrow and 
daughter of Northampton, Mass., Mr. 
and Mrs. Ubalde Viguette, Northamp­
ton, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
Health, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. 
Milton Smith, Miss Margaret Smith, 
Elmhurst, N. Y.; Rev. and Mrs. Geo. 
Barhydt, Bramford, Ct.; Barrent Bar- 
hydt, Steel Barhydt,, Bramford, Ct.; 
Lewis Dragon, Arthur Dragon, Ed­
ward Dragon, Northampton, Mass.; 
Mrs. J. B. Stewart, Clarence Stewart, 
Mr. Grasea  ^ Miss Fowler, Miss Pot- 
tenger, Elmyra, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert Shumnay and daughter Reta. 
Many of the g:uests are here for a 
month, while others remain three 
months.
The fishing is very good, 50 nice 
trout being brought in to-day by five 
guests. A fine bull moose was seen 
from the camps, swimming across 
the lake a few days ago.
All of these camps have been full 
through July and all are engaged for 
August and many for September.
FOR
G U N S  A N D  
F I S H - R O D S
W illiam F„ Nye is the great­
est authority on refined oils in the 
world. He was the first bottler; has 
the largest business and N Y O I L  
is the best oil he has ever made.
N Y O I L
H A S  N O  E Q U A L .
Beware of scented mixtures called 
oil. Use NYOIL on everything 
where a light oil is needed. It pre­
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica­
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on 
your firearms and your rod. You will 
find it by far the best. Hardware and 
sporting goods dealers sell it in large 
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and 
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
w m . f. Ny e ,
New Bedford, Mass.
(Special Correspondence)
The Tavern, Rangeley, Aug. 26.— 
The past week has been an unus­
ually busy one, as there have been 
over 148 arrivals.
A party from New York, who to­
morrow after a month’s stay starts 
homeward stopping for a week’s trip 
up the Songo, are so much pleased' 
with the place they plan to return 
next year for a longer stay and bring 
a party of friends with them.
John G. Steen of Philadelphia came 
to-day for a two weeks’ sojourn.
J. Dabour and Miss Mary Stiner, 
New Yorkers, were the only ones 
brave enough to go out on the lake 
in the wind yesterday., and they 
thought it good fun to have the 
waves run high,, and they came back 
as wet as if they had beSa in the 
lake. They don’t seem to suceecF 
in catching a big fisli but surely can j 
shcot the frogs, for they have beenj 
out on Haley Pond this afternoon and, 
brought hack 31 pairs of frogs’ legs.
The following party who are motor- 
ins through the state registered here! 
Thursday: Mrs. Frank J. Bartlett,;
E. R. Bartlett, Malden, Mass.; Miss! 
G Rea, Concord, N. H.; and Mrs. 
F F. Frisbee of Portland.
Messrs. J. A. and F. E. Kaehline 
of Nazareth., Penn., are here for a 
ten days’ stay.
W. C. Harman ,Jr., of New Haven, 
Conn., made a short stay this week 
en route for Kennebago.
Mrs. T. E. Wilson, Miss Helen and 
Edward F. Wilson cf Chicago, 111.., 
and Mrs. C. H. Elliott and Mary El­
liott of Watesville, N. H., and J. L. 
Tuttle of Plymouth, N. H., while mo­
toring through Maine spent part of 
the week at this hotel and took trips 
around the lakes.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Lloyd and Mass 
Eleanor Lloyd of Lynn, Mass., en 
route for York Camps, Loon Lake..! 
were guests here this week.
Mrs. S. W. Leeds, Miss E. L. 
Bartlett, Howard Calbath of Atlantic 
City and Miss R. A. Clement of
Philadelphia, while automobiling
through New England are here for; 
a few days.
Dr. A. P. French of Middletown/ 
Conn., who has been at Dead River 
Camps made a short stay at thej 
Tavern on his way home this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry D. Trafford 
and children., who have been at Ken-  ^
nehago were here for the week end 
and returned home tc-day.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Brown, Messrs.! 
J. Z. and T. H. Brown, Jr., of Provi­
dence, R. I., left here Monday mom-; 
ing in their touring car for a trip; 
through the White Mountains.
Chas. W. Gardiner and son Robert; 
N Gardiner of Boston, Wm. K. John­
son of Philadelphia, Miss FayolineJ 
Sedgwick of Hartford, Conn., and Misa 
C’iaire Cocney of New York City,! 
while cn their way for a • camping j 
trip on Saddleback Mountain dined 
a4 this hotel Monday.
Prof. J. D. Vaughn of Norridge- 
wocik cf Bates 1912, who is to be 
the new principal of the public 
schools in this village is now at this 
hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Rich of New 
York came Monday to spend a two 
weeks’ outing here.
Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Ulrick of Bal­
timore, Aid., and Rev. and Mrs. D. 
S. Hamilton of Paterson, N. J., who 
are spending the summer at Kenne­
bago Lake House came out this week 
and made a short stay at this hotel.
.Judge and Mrs. L. E. Hitchcock 
of Cambridge., Mass., who have been 
at Kennebago were here Tuesday on 
tiieir way down the lakes.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Ryder, North 
Dakota, and M. S. Ryder, Jr., of Mid- 
dlebcro, Mass., left here this morn­
ing for home, going via the chain of 
lakes and Dixville Notch.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Braum., Albert 
and Alexander Braum of New York, 
who in their touring car came from 
the White Mountains on Tuesday, 
were so much pleased with the place 
they have taken rooms for a week.
The following party motored from 
Augusta and took dinner here to­
day: Mr. and Mrs. Willis E. Swift,
Raymond and Miss Marjorie Swift 
and Miss Mildred Farrington.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hill and two
sons of Portland, coming by auto, 
stopped here this week and have 
joined Mrs. Hill’s sister, Mrs. Hal- 
lack, who with, her husband,, Rev. Dr. 
Hallock of Lewiston are passing va­
cation days at Lake View Farm.
There is every prospect of a big 
travel during September if the weath­
er is warmer. It was only 36 de­
grees above zero this morning and 
a white frost on the ground. The 
travel will continue until late in Oc­
tober this year and the deer and par­
tridge hunters can find no better 
place to make their headquarters 
during the hunting season than at 
the Rangeley Tavenn.
APPALACHIAN CLUB 
TO MEET HERE
Saddened by Death of Mr. Ken­
nedy, a Guest for 20 Years.
(Special Correspondence.)
The Birches, Mooselookmeguntic 
Lake, August 24—These are bu^y 
and happy days with more than 100 
people enjoyiDg log cabin life on the 
island. There are no vacant camps 
and as soon as one party leaves
and Mrs. W. W. Walker of Hartford, 
Conn.,, on Sunday afternoon, but 
wished them a happy trip homeward 
and hoping that they will be among 
the happy company at Birches in 
1915.
James Launsbery of Stockbridge, 
Mass., who has just returned from 
Paris where he lias been studying the 
past year, is for several weeks the 
guest of his mother, Mrs. E. L. 
Morse. The coming winter Mr. 
Launsbery will play with John Barry­
more in the new play written by Ed­
ward Sheklen that has been staged 
in Italy, hut the name of which has 
not yet been announced.
Three gentlemen,, J. W. Platten of 
New York; Wm. H. Stevens of En­
glewood, N. J.; and Frank B. Bemis 
of Boston, took advantage of the 
Friday night Pullman and spent Sun­
day with their families here on the 
Island. v
Everyone says the fishing has been 
extra good the past week and many 
have spent the days in a boat rock­
ing cn the waves, as they were an­
chored where they hoped a fish woull 
pass and take the bait they offered.
Master Eliot G. Farrington of Yon­
kers, N. Y., is high line for the past 
week, as he caught the largest trout 
recorded by any guest at the Birch-
in definitely.
Band-tailed pigeons, cranes,, swans, 
curlew and all shore birds (except 
black-breasted and golden plover, 
Wilson or jacksnipes, woodcock and 
greater and lesser yellowlegs) and 
wood duck are protected until Sept.
1, 1818. ! l ! N i l l l
All shooting for birds or water- 
fowl prohibited is between sunset 
and sunrise.
The above federal regulations do 
not change the Maine law on par­
tridges. The open season on these 
birds is the same as provided in the 
Maine Statutes, Sept. 15 to Dec. 1.
PARTY OF BOYS 
ON CANOE TRIP
others are waiting to take their es this year, a handsome 5-pound
places, and many will linger until 
late in September.
George D. Newcomb of Boston 
was here this week and completed 
arrangements with Capt. Barker for 
the entertainment of the Appalachian 
Club on the Island from September 
19 to the 26, when about 80 mem­
bers of this well known club will 
come to climb the mountains in this 
region.
On Saturday a telegram was re­
ceived announcing the death of H.
trout that was game and gave Eliot 
great sport before he was netted. 
This speckled beauty is being mount­
ed by H. L. Welch and in the city 
home of the fortunate fisherman will 
attract much attention.
Dr. H. M. Chandler of Skillman, 
N .J., just before leaving —for home 
caught a trio of salmon; one 
pounds, 4 pounds and 414 pounds, in 
weight.
Dr. J. FI Rose of Hartford, Conn., 
"with. Nat Ellis guide, records a 4%
C. Kennedy of New York, who died ^ounc  ^ salmon. T. W. Goodridge of 
in Pawtucket, R. I., after a long ill- ^le same city one of 314 pounds, 
ness. Mr. Kennedy for over 20 •‘^ rs- R. B. Stanley of New York is
years, with his family spent their; Prou<l to record a salmon weighing 
summers here in camp, where they; P0UI1ds. Mrs. W. H. Stevens of 
made many friends, who deeply sym-; Englewood, N. J,, with Henry Bunk 
pathiise with Mrs. Kennedy and er one pounds,
daughters in the loss of a devoted i ^ iss E. Alice Austin o f ’ Staten Is- 
husband and father. Last season, tand, N. Y., can tell a thrilling fish
although in poor health Mr. Kennedy story about the “biggest fish in
and family came and occupied Camp Mooselookmegramtic Lake,”  for she 
Mayflower as usual. They were most looked him and knows the bitter dis 
charming people who did much for a-PJXMBtment of many an angler who 
the social life and happiness of all hook, line and sinker, but does 
who came, and while they have been 111 intend the next one shall escape 
greatly missed this year they have her net- 
often been most kindly remembered! The advanced shower of rice which 
and will not be forgotten. was tossed on the steamboat as
This morning Chas. W. Gardiner ^^dby was said this morning to
and son Robert, Keating Johnson, ^ s‘s May Cooney and Herbert Mc- 
Miss Fay Sedgwick and Miss Clara Cord tells of a coming event in New 
Cooney with Henry Banker, guide, this autumn,
started for a three days’ camping Mrs. Samuel Miller and Miss Ida 
trip up Saddleback Mountain. Buckman of Philadelphia are for the
C. S. Townsend, who 'with Us fam-; first time enjoying log cabin life 
ily in Camp Do-Drop-In has returned aE(i visiting the different places in 
from a week in New York. j the region.
The following party of young folks Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin F. Bailey
Brown as Beechnuts, but All En­
joyed the Week's Sport.
A party of hoys from Camp Cob- 
bossee, the summer school in charge 
of FI. R. Mooney on the Monmouth 
shore of the lake, the party being in 
charge of Consul Augustus Weller, 
arrived in Augusta Saturday morn­
ing, they being on a canoe trip 
through the Kennebec county chain 
of lakes and the Kennebec river. 
Th© boys were in three canoes and 
left camp last Monday, passing 
tlirougli Cobbosseecontee to Annabas- 
sacook and • Maranacook, carrying 
from there to Belgrade stream, theno 
through Long pond and Great pond, 
carrying to Messalonskee stream to 
Waterville and the Kennebec river. 
On arriving at Augusta they had!, 
their canoes hauled down to the City 
landing and from there was another 
carry to the New Mills bridge, from 
which point their course lay up Cob-, 
bossee stream to Horseshoe and Qx^  
bow ponds to the Outlet, and from 
there down to camp. In the party 
were R. Lewenthal, C. Goldburgj, M. 
Webster, M. Josephson, M. Plousky, 
M. Lawrence and J. Melnick, and all 
were as brown as beechnuts from 
their outdoor life. All agreed that 
they had enjoyed a good time.—Ken­
nebec Journal.
HE RUNS A
MINK FARM
Enterprising Minnesotan Sells the 
Animals at $75 a Pair.
who are having a house party at Mr. 
Griffin’s camp dined here to-day: 
Miss Elvira T. Kush, Miss Helen F. 
Sylvester, Miss Alice A. Kush of
of Lincoln, Neb.., arrived to-night for 
their first visit" to this part of the 
country.
It has been decided on Thursday
New Ycrk; Miss Katherine L. Vin- aE  ^ Friday, August 27 and 28, to 
ten of Lafayette, Ind.; Nathaniel E /S ive a motor boat race and water 
Griffin of Princeton., N. J.; Burkley; sP°rts for the guests and today plans 
Griffin of Springfield, Mass.; Otis are being made for the. same. The 
S Schren and Dr. M. Kelsey of New youD& folks are very enthusiastic 
York. ; over the affair.
Sunday was the birthday of one of Miss Bertha I. Poore, who was for 
the popular summer guests, Mrs.j a 'Humber of seasons very popular as 
Harvey Farrington of Yonkers, N. j assistant in the office here, was 
Y., and from 3 to 6 o’clock in the most heartily greeted by a host of 
afternoon she gave a tea, the last fiends last Friday. Miss Poore, 
hour receiving the young people. Thej who is now matron at Hebron Acad- 
cabin was beautifully decorated with; emy has been visiting Miss Roesch- 
spruce, pine., and flowers. Mrs. Al- en at the Little Brown House on the 
Ien and Miss Andersen served tea | Trail.
and Mrs. Farrington in a most charm j -------------------------------
ing manner received the many friencl 
who came to offer congratulations 
and wish many happy returns of the 
day.
Miss Hargraves and Miss N. J. 
Cox of Boston, who greatly enjoyed 
a ten days’ stay in camp, visiting the 
different places of interest in the 
region, returned home to-day.
Prof. E. Goodridge, who has been 
here for several week® was happily 
surprised.,by the arrival of Ms broth­
er, T. W. Goodridge of Hartford, 
Conn.,, on Wednesday evening.
. Camp Mayflower is now taken by 
Mrs. Eli Whitney a,nd daughter, Miss
ABOUT MIGRATORY BIRDS
The fish and game department has 
many inquiries from sportsmen as 
to the United States laws about 
migratory birds. The following is a 
carefully prepared summary of the 
federal laws:
Open Season for Migratory Birds 
Under Federal Regulations.
Zone No. 1, (so far as relates to 
the State of Maine).
Waterfowl, Sept. 1-Dee. 16. Water- 
fowl as herein used includes brant, 
wild ducks, geese.
Rails—Sept. 1 to Dec. 1. The
F. P. Whitney and maid of New mentioned birds include coots, galli-
Haven, Conn., who are accompanied 
by their friend, Miss Mullins of 
Franklin, Penn. Mrs. Whitney and 
daughters, who have been here for a 
number of seasons were heartily 
greeted by old friends.
All regretted to say goodbye to Mr.
nules,. sora and other rails.
Woodcock—Oct. 1 to Dec. 1.
Shore birds—Aug. 15 to Dec. 1. 
Shore birds as herein used includes 
blackbreasted and golden plover, jack- 
snipe and yellowlegs.
Insectivorous birds are protected
The Bangor Commercial says, A. 
S. White, formerly Minnesota & In­
ternational station agent at Pine 
River, Minn., has made a pictures­
que addition to the number of Min­
nesota’s industries. He has a mink 
farm, where he raises the animals, 
not for their fur, but to sell them to 
those who make a business of rear­
ing them and killing them for their 
pelts.
Mr. White got his idea from a 
Sunday hewspaper which described 
the flourishing trade in black foxes 
carried on by the inhabitants of 
Prince Edward Island and mentioned 
in passing the fact that some of the 
Islanders who found the high price 
of foxes prohibitive were starting to 
raise mink, hut had difficulty in get- 
ing sufficient supply. This gave Mr. 
White his cue. He had often trap­
ped mink for their fur; it would he 
just about as easy, he thought, to 
capture and feed them until he found 
customers for his catch.
Not far away from the railway sta­
tion he picked out a small farm. Afte 
his clay’s work was done he-used to 
go into the woods to look after his 
traps; and every once in a while he 
would return with a live mink -in 
bag. When he thought he had ob­
tained a good start he turned in his 
resignation to the railroad and an­
nounced that he had become a mink 
farmer.
He built pens hack of the farm, 
house, each about 30 inches wide and 
20 feet long. Mink are fairly proli­
fic breeder^, the litters running from 
four to eight, the average number 
being five. Mr. White’s semi-domes­
ticated stock is usually healthy, and 
most of the young survive. He ships 
the animals alive to Prince Edward 
Island. Last year he says he re­
ceived $75 a pair, and has never re­
ceived less than $50 a pair.
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SALT-WATER
SPORT POORER
Flies That Are Good In Maine Are 
No Good In the Berkshires
of the heavier kind. Then it is easy 
tc rig them into shape for fishing. 
For bait, one has but to dig a few
of course, questioned as to the fly he 
used. Some fishermen, securing a 
fly that is successful,, keep their se-
When a group of fishermen get to­
gether to retell old fishing experien­
ces and to figure out the season’s 
possibilities, there are generally in 
the group one or more men who 
have fished in the salt water, both 
deep sea and shallow water fishing. 
Inevitably, as stories are being told, 
the salt-water man tells of an exper­
ience that he once had with some 
gamy fish. As soon as lie does so, 
he is immediately “ placed” by the 
fresh-water, fishermen as one who is 
not quite of the true sportsmen class, 
for it is readily acknowledged by the 
fresh water lovers that the landing 
of a fish in a stream or lake entails 
more trouble,, knowledge of condit­
ions and careful work than the land­
ing of a sea fish ever did. A com­
parison of the ethics of tl:e two 
classes of fishermen shows this to 
be true in large measure, although 
certain kinds of salt-water casting . 
must always be excepted.
clams,, overturn a few stones for cret, but more often, spurred on by 
crabs, or dig and secure some sea- j tb~ praise and admiring glances of 
worms, more commonly called “ blood- friends, the lucky man will divulge 
worms,” because when punctured by I his secret. Immediately the local 
the hook this worm gives forth a fiy-tier is overwhelmed with orders 
fluid like blood. Bait the hook any j for flies of this particular make. But 
way and the fish will bite if it is a it is not always the best-selling fly 
good day for fishing. But fisliing1 that kills the most fish, 
from a wharf is a lazy sport at thej Fishermen will start out for the 
best, and usually a lazy sportsman day with many varieties of flies and
gets enjoyment from it. There are, 
of course, many who fish to secure 
food, but that is not supposed to be 
classed as sport.
Salt-water fishermen like to stand
hackles. One, two and sometimes 
up to eight or 10 different kinds are 
tried without success. The fisherman 
can see the trout in the water, but 
they refuse to rise, so he keeps
is not an entomologist, a zoologist 
and botanist to a greater or lesser 
degree. When he rests between 
“ casts” he studies Nature in all its 
forms as lie finds them, and in this 
way becomes a woodsman as well as 
a fisherman. “ This is the life” is 
the way it appeals to him.—Spring- 
field Republican.
SECOND PARTY TO 
COME BY AUTO
by the commonly known methods of; changing lids flies until finally lie 
secairing their fish. Either the bait gets one that brings a “ strike.”  For 
is allowed to drop a certain distance an hour or two this particular fly
into the water, or to rest on bottom. 
The former method in wharf fishing 
may result in catching a few smelt 
in season, and the latter will undoub 
edly result in the landing of flound­
ers, eels or scutpin, the last named 
ofi no use whatever for food. While 
fishing off a wharf in Plymouth one 
day, the efforts of a group of fisher­
men were watched with interest by a
may bring success, but soon the fish 
stop rising to it. The sun has be­
come hotter and the sky clearer. The 
fishermen will sit beside a brook 
for half an hour watching the variou 
kinds of bugs flitting about before 
attaching a fly to their line. When
Fishing Conlinues To Be good for 
Those Who Fish
(Special Correspondence.)
Bald Mountain Camps,, Mooselook- 
meguntic Lake, Aug. 22.—The past 
week lias been a very busy one for 
the camps have been crowded. Sev­
eral parties who returned home, had 
their places quickly taken and there
they reach a decision as to the bug are 0thers waiting to come, for Sep-
tliat the trout are rising for they pick 
out tlie fly nearest in appearance to
well-dressed man, who finally asked this bug. This method saves the 
permission to use a line for a few trouble of changing flies constantly 
minutes. Securing a line ,he rigged until the right one is secured, 
it differently than was customary in Flies that are good in Maine or 
that townj, placing the sinker on the Vermont are no good in the Berk-
The salt-water fishermen has a few end of tbe bne ^ th  the hook a few! shire hills, as a rule. In Maine, the
tember now promises to be one of 
the best months this season.
The fishing continues good for 
those who fish, but most of the 
guests seem to take to the woods 
these cool pleasant days where they 
gather raspberries and blueberries,
oners of war. There are a bride and 
groom on board who were going to 
Hamburg to visit bis people. He bad 
not been naturalized. Have just  
talked with two young people who 
had started for Switzerland with two 
elderly people who have been in 
America 60 and 70 years and were 
going back for their last visit to 
their people. They live near Leip- 
sic. In one family are three boys 
tl at are of age for the army.
Thursday Forenoon.
I’ ve directed a letter to Tom be­
cause I thought Washington mail 
would be surer than anything else 
and in the city the delivery would be 
earlier. We are comfortable here, 
will probably go to-morrow. A few 
are going to-day who have business. 
Banks not operating to-day will be 
to-morrow. No need to worry a bit 
about us. We can stay here and be 
well cared for as long as that seems 
necessary. Of course we want to 
go ashore and be seeing something as 
soon as possible.
DAMAGE BY A R M Y  W OR M
,i I i evergreens and wild flowers,prescribed baits to work with, and feet above, and whirling it about, i sportsman who goes out to try liis
this is about the only knowledge re- tbT,ew it far out into tbe water. T h e ’ luck without Parmacheene bell, a! Mr- Klld Mrs’ W> D> Han ° rd 01 
quired for him. Lines for various lccal fisbermen had never seen the Bear let ibis, a professor or' a Mont- New York’ who came in th'e,r Pierce' 
kinds of salt-water fishing are eo, idea atnd df>ubte(i that it would bring real, might as well not have started, Arrow touring car’ bringing a. part>'
well known that even a “ greenhorn” j reslllts, but ere long the stranger for these flies are particular to the of friends> ^tending to remain but
can secure one to suit the occasion, 1 pulled in a small tautog. The fish state of Maine, especially the Par- a nigllt> were so taken with the
without difficulty. This,, also, is' ag unknown to the local fishermen maclieene bell, a locality fly. Only: beauty of tlie Rangeleys that they
true, of fishhooks for salt-water fish-jaild th,ere were SVLrmises as to its one of those flies is good in the remained two weeks’ and regretted 
mg. For wharf fishing, almost amyj classification, all sorts of names be- Berkshire hills—the professor. In|they could not stay longer- but have
hook of medium size will do. For ing bazarded. The stranger landed Vermont one finds many flies of thfe enga&ed two of tbe oablns for an'
deep-water fishing, a cod or bluefish| &ev,eral of these fish, which are very local variety—the Dorset, named otber summer.
will take any large-sized book, anid good eating, but despite lids success, after a town; the Pennington, the A. H. Eldridge of Boston on Sat- 
liooks for these fish are right for the local men settled back to their Battenkill, named after a river in urday joined lids family, who ha\e
mackerel, tautog, sea trout and other old-style fishing as soon as he had Vermont, and others. Take any of been here for a number of v eeks.
large fish. No matter whether one departed. I these flies into New York or Massa- Mrs. Eldridge yesterday caught a 4-
is fishing in the salt water from a| w lth thg lnlaJnd {bll6rmen it is far chusetts and “no luck” will be the pound salmon.
wharf or a boat some distance from , deferent. As the trout season ap- result of a day's trip. Flies are oft- Geo. A. Ballard and grandson. Geo. 
land, the minute a fish is hooked h e , proacbes the blood of the angler be- times named after the man who A. 2nd., of Fall River, Mass. .came in 
ih almost sure to be landed. Tb* lgins tQ «« . up He figures ab,ead makes them first. Examples are the tlfeir auto Monday for a few days,
salt water has a buoyancy which &g tQ ^  weatber, gets his worms "Flight’s fancy,” “ Wickham’s fan- Mr. Ballard, who for over 40 years
makes it easy to land the fish. jfar in a<jVance of opening day, if he cy’” "Hofland’s fancy,”  and many has had his office in the city build-,
To prepare for salt-water fishing is bagab kept them through the winter others. ling in Fall River and has been com-j
simple. If one is going to fish, from in blg cebar aJld if the opening day Years ago there used to visit in ing to the Lakes for many years was
a wharf it is a brief matter to ste(p be a^jir be bap}py. There is no tbe Beld£SLbre kills a man named the second person to come to these 
into any hardware store and buy a sitting down with liim when he gets "Joe” Wood. He came from New camps by auto, the late Judge James 
cheap line, a few hooks and sinkers on tb,e brook. There is careful York and was a true fisherman, and B. Dill of New Jersey, being tlie
cfawling toward tlie big pool, and b® devised a fly that the trout o f tlie first.
more careful cast of the bait and tbe Berkshires liked. Immediately this Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Hamar cxf New 
nerve-tingling wait for the first came into demand and was named York, who have been coming here: 
“ strike.”  These tilings make trout *be J°e Wood.’ Other flies that for y,ears, have returned to spend
fi sluing worth while and the man that fake well in the Berk si wires are the another month at the foot of Bald
j brings back a dozen or more trout in black hackle, the brown hackle, the Mountain.
this section to-day, as the result of a Abbey, the Seth Green, the professo Miss Margaret P. Coyne and her 
day’s fishing, has done something and tbe white miller, a popular even- - t Kaitli/rvn M Covne of
worth bragging about. The worm <** a -  The success ot these flie , “ “ J e l w e e k
fishing continues until about Memor- depends v holly upon -weather condi- ^  pasg their vacation here,
ini day, after which there are m w  bu* 1 fly fisherman withithej „  E H)J(#n of North Attleboroj
anglers who will use nothing to t  a Z T r n T  ? „ ? * „  I Mass., who has been in camp for ’
flv or hackle Then the rezil tost ®houlQ hut little difficulty in _J 1 * n l r , f six weeks started homeward Tuesday
is made of the true sportsman, for and*“« * The trae ^tortsman mal[, tbe w  (n w  auto
h- may have 50 different flies in M J ‘ th “  or »  doz“  flsh ; The fishing continues extra and
fly book, and not mere than one or ne 1S nog. , . . ii  v ’ n/t. a; vr ,. , , many good catches are brought in
r F f l D l P  I ■» P i p  two will entice the doubting trout Lnless one lias studied fly fishing,..
M. XVC A 1C  hlg lai^  I the intricacies of the art are as a
blank. The difference between
lias
and
iu
In
was
Especially when the crust 
is the crisp, flaky, tender 
kind that W illia m  T e ll
makes—the digestible, whole­
some crust that brings every­
one back for a second piece.
They like William Tell cake 
just as well, and William Tell 
bread, biscuits and muffins.
The reason? Ohio Red Winter 
Wheat and a special process of 
milling obtainable only in
(27)
William Tell 
Flour
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co., 
Phillips, Maine,
Catches by the neck or body in- 
stead of the feet, killing instantly 
without injuring- the pelt. A hu­
mane feature that is very com­
mendable; KKslDEs IT iSAVES 
EVERY EUR FOR THE TRAP­
PER. The only trap ever con­
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP 
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot 
p-dal trip. An ideal trap for sav­
ing furs of mink, skunk, “ coon” , 
etc. There is no escape, the trapl 
per gets every pelt.
dally.
, „ ■ The sandy beach in front of the
number^of d L S v e  m T t J  Z  «• that tbe f o u m e ^ ^  tbe crowd cau be|
tn .existence .Each locality has »»* -  •*« ^tter 1« .  “ d “ T ®
f’ies or buckles distinctive from oth-|Cork bodies are P°Pular foT ™es and of tll,e yaung gentlemen are fme Lies or hackles dist cute iron ota siikiike gauze is used to imitato1 swimmers and will often swim out fo*
er localities. This is brought about a HK1,Ke gauz®_“  U&ed to imltate balf „ mile and bapk __aln
by the attempt on the part of the th® traMpf ent Such (lies >'alf a miIe and back a« ain-
true, sportsman to imitate some bug are exf>ensi\ e. Silk, hair of squir-
or fly that is peculiar to a certain relB' 4eer- rabl>i,£ other animals, l-ETTER FROM MRS. BRACKETT
brook or swamp. The fisherman is j ea^lerfi' f° wind around the
probably able to c a t *  toe of these b0dy of ny * et (Continued from page three)
bugs or flies. He takes I t  home ™ c6BsaIT ,  *Hk*nt that is mosUy all not to go to Leipsfc.
w ith  him and has some local f ly-tier W f r t e d .  and of oil a r  I Wednesday, August 5.
try to imitate it. After having s e v - j^ ^  tbe makeup of flies and! The first news this morning was 
eral made up, he hies himself back kackdes‘ The dry fly has its cork that England had declared war and 
tc that particular brook wiiere lielbod*V 311(1 is covered with oil- mak-|that we were prisoners of war. 
caught the fly be has had imitated U float Should 11 get wet tbe j ° f course we Americans know that 
and tries his luck. Without a doubt | flfibejrman takes out his bottle of oil! is not for us and I have heard later' 
if the sun and weather are right, heL 1“ mf rses the f^ ’ ^ e b y  re star- that there are less than twenty-five 
will meet with success. He exhibits' ^  the buoyancy. The wet fly g o ^  German citizens aboard. Many of
.g | below tlie surface, unless kept atop them look dejected. The first wait- 
I tlie water by a series of jerks or er at our table bad been working in 
snaps of tbe pole, but It is not ke{pt New Jersey and is on the boat be- 
oiled. In bass fishing, a larger and!cause he had lost his job there. He 
more gaudily colored fly is used with has been attentive and very useful 
a bigger hook. because he knew some English. One
While tlie fisherman may possess of our party has made the acquain- 
all these necessary flies, a costly' tance of an Austrian officer who had
Major E. E .' Bliillbrook, who lias 
charge of the browntail moth army 
when there is any such army, is at 
present looking after the army worms 
which have made their appearance 
in different parts of the State. He 
is not able to do much because 
there are no funds available for the 
purpose. The most he can do is to 
visit and advise with the people who 
are afflicted, leaving it for them to 
do the work themselves. Thus far 
large damage by army -worms 
been reported in Bowdoinham 
Richmond, also numerous towns 
the upper part of York county, 
one case a 35-acre lot of oats 
entirely eaten up by the insects. 
The greatest amount of damage lias 
been done for this year, however, 
as the caterpillars have stopped feed­
ing and are now in the pupa stage. 
The best way to handle them is to 
plow furrows clear arcund tlie infest­
ed field and to spread a mixture of 
bran mash mixed with sweet stuff 
and paris green and let nature do 
the rest. In some cases burning 
over the stubble will aid in tlie de­
struction.
Unless some vigorous work is done 
to stop them for the next year the 
crop of army worms will be mudli 
larger than tlie crops of grain, for 
they increase and multiply wonder­
fully. Some 30 years ago there was 
a visitation of these insects in this 
State, but since then they have not 
been very numerous, although almost 
every year a few of them have been 
seen. The army worm is one of 
the worst Insect pests there is,, tlie 
damage being done by the army 
feature rather than by tlie worm. That 
is to say, they travel in millions and 
when they get into a patch of grain 
they proceed to eat it all up clean,, 
then move on to the next, going in 
solid column, company front and five 
ranks deep. This habit of sticking 
together and working together is 
what causes them to be coiled army 
worms and it is this reason why they 
are so much feared by farmers. They 
do most of their damage in grain in 
this State, oats being their favorite 
object of attack.
DeTir.5t!o?t.
Fool—the other fellow.
his “ catch” to his friends, and
AH I -IC brings illustrated Guide I I I  giving the first time in print the treasured secrets of the 
wisest old trappers in this country. 
It’s worth dollars to you.
rod and reel, a silk line and a fine 
leader, he still has to learn how to 
handle the line. No dropping it 
overboard as from a wharf or boat 
on salt water. The real ability is 
to cast accurately, to take the
started home to get to his post of 
duty. It is very, very sad.
1 Near ^loon. 1 ! f
A little boat has come alongside 
and passed a paper over at the end 
of an oar. I’ve just been told that
“ strike” at tlie right moment and ,to tlie captain went away early with 
play the fisli to tlie landing net. It , two officers, they thought at first as
TRAPPBS’ SUPPLY CO., Box W, OAR PARR, ILL.
sounds easy in print,, but many a 
broken line or pole lias resulted wli,e 
a big one caught hold of an ama­
teur’s lvook. incidentally there is 
hardly a true inland fisherman who
prisoner, but conclude that it's to 
make arrangements. Our table 
waiter says they will be allowed to 
remain on the boat only till to-mor­
row, then will be taken away as pris-
PERFECT HEALTH
a body full of vim and vigor is 
every man’s desire.
When you’re feeling fagged, and 
mind and muscles won’t respond 
tone up on
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
— famous for over 6o years — 
It can’t be excelled.
“ I have taken ‘ I,. I1’ .’ Atwood’s Medicine 
and find it can’t lie excelled as a general 
family remedy. It is a fine medicine and I 
shall always speak a good word for it. You 
are welcome to make use of this testi­
monial.”  (signed] O. Harrison
Write us for FR EE  Sample N OW . 
Tlie Big Bottle—3 J C .  AtYour Dealer’ s. 
*‘L. F.”  M edir>neC o. Portland, M e.
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THE BEST QUIMBY 
DINNER EVER
Enjoyable Trip Up the Cupsuptic 
to Tumble Inn.
(Special Correspondence)
Mr.untain View House, Rangeley 
Lake, Aug. 23.—There has not been 
room enough tie  past ten* days for 
all who came but several parties \yho 
for weeks have been' enjoying life 
there, have left for home i*egretting 
the summer vacation ended.
W. Roger Fronefield of Moylan, 
Penn., has joined his wife and daugh 
ters in-Camp Don't Worry for the 
remainder of the season.
voting it a day long to be rememb­
ered.
Dr. and Mrs. R. Hertberg and son
of Sanford, Conn., who have been 
traveling in Europe reached Mom-
BIRDS DESTROYING T H E  AR M Y  pends on the artist whether the fish
WORM. ! is true to color.
When the reporter called at the 
curator’s shop Wedne day morning, 
Mr. James was endeavoring to class-
(Continued from page two)
i sary in the case of either army 
treal the first of the week and came | wo,rms or cutworjns as other methods ify an ln‘secit whicb lad Just beeil
directly here to spend the next may b,e used qil?ite as effectively, if<mcd by Sam Cbasb of the state 
month and with Eben Harnden guide,j Most state laws penaHze the broad-j House force- The bllS was about 
no doubt will have a delightful out- cagtll)g of pois0necl baits. Mr T 1 ^  inches long and its eyes were in
ing here in Maine. Gilbert Pearson, Secretary of the tbe tQP the bead‘
Mr. and Mrs. I. Newton Lewis and National Association of Audubon So-! Curator James is now mounting a 
sons, Master Edwin and Robert, o f ' eieties has already issued a warning fine specimen of a cooper hawk,
Greenwich, Conn., have returned for against the wholesale use of poison- recently presented to ti e museum by
another season. i etj bran and some of the newspap- Dr. F. W. Jackson of Jefferson.—
The following party who came b y era have opposed it editorially, but Kennebec Journal.
automobile from Auburn remained without avail. ------------------------------
fcr several days this week: Mrs. W.j Nothing is more fuilly ‘ established A M E R IC A N  CRANES T H R E A T E N -
N. Munroe,, Willard N. Jr., Mrs. Geo, | than the fact that many birds from
W. Lane, Jr., and Clifford Chapin. 'the domestic fowl down to the chip- 
Not often do we ha^e the pleasure! ping sparrow feed <pn the army worr^ 
of meeting a gentleman of 93 years, j While examining the recent invasion
ED W IT H  EXTINCTION
Washington, D. C.„ Aug. 24, 1914—
t?1 "r ifi 'V i ,• ■Bnmffnrri 1 but Saturday L. A. Ladd of Lacon-lof these insects, I found the followup 1 L ciane’ one l i tIu mostRev. Fr. J. Laflamme, of Rumford,! .Q AT Tr <.___ a ___ ,________________  ., . * striking of North American
accompanied by Rev. Fr. A. A. Heb-
birds,
once seen in great numbers on our 
prairies, is now almost extinct.
Those individuals of a small species, 
the sandhill crane, which nest in , use of the rifle.
, Florida, also seein doomed. Owing! the decline of rifle shooting has been----------------- -----------  The brown1 , . . .. , ,  , A ,
! thrasher, red-eyed towhee, flicker t0 tl,elr harmle8s h!lb,ts’ economic the rapid development ot toglipower-
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Stewart of and several oil,era were reported “ d t,le danger to wMch|f arm8 with eXceasive TI,e
ia, N. H., who is Smart and happy birds feeding quite constantly on
ert of Valleyfield,, Canada, . were “ “ “ J *  a“ t0f “J " ® 'with, “ S da“ Sh' [ them’ the robin, bluebird. catbird,
guests of the Hotel and both c e l e b - , da” 8“ er"! En* llsh s»arrow' cWppfng sparrow,
. Mlss M- L. Ladd and Mr. and Mrs. field sparrow, scng sparrow, king-rated Mass on Wednesday morning at , _T „ ^ x _ IT i | Abbott W. Lawrence of ’Boston. They bird, red-winged blackbird, bronze tbe church, Cur Lady of the Lakes. ,r , . , . ’ , , ,  ,^ . report a most enjoyable trip across grackle and oewbird.Cn Thursday evening the annual! the ccuntry>
chicken dinner, which Mrs. Charles’
HOW  TRAPSHOO TING  GREW UP
In an after-dinner speech, recently, 
a Pennsylvania trapshooter traced 
the origin and growth, of trapshoot­
ing to thi© enjoyment of the assemb­
led sportsmen. In part, lie said:
“ Froth the beginning of the amal­
gamation of races into the American 
people,, powder and the gum have 
played a big part in life on inis con­
tinent. In the early period of our 
history we were a nation of riflemen 
and few indeed were the men and 
boys who could not bring do win a 
marauding savage or draw unerring, 
bead on the head of a tree-top squir­
rel. In our fights for national ex­
istence, Bunker Hill and later New 
Orleans proved how true was the aim 
of Americans.
“ The lack of need of defense of 
the home and nation, and the multi­
plication of populous centers, re­
moved the necessity and opportunity 
for the continuance of the general 
Another factor in
Quimby serves at t ie  farm house to v  T ,,0 . . .  , they are subject, the U. S. Depart- lesser range of the ‘spatter’ or shot-, „ . . .  ^iainneio, in. j ., wtlio have been feeding on the worms. Those birds \ . * , . . J  a „ it
o r n o a r c  /o t  H T n . l l i n T ! n T 1  \  1 D W  T n i l K l  - . I I A f r x i n n H i v n n ’ .-c L  i  o  1  n  i r i  a  + 0 * 1 1  n  i l i / x  t n * o ,Q  r o n  o o f l o i n f u  A f  f  1 l r \ r»,r»_guests of Mou tain View was • this1 .. , . ,. . . . . . .  . spending their honeymoon in At- and the humble toad must have eat-year attended by twenty one people: „ . I1 an tic City are now here for a two en great quantities, and m Mrs. West Bissell, Mrs. Robert B. 1 cases
rnent of Agriculture’s biologist' gun, the greater certainty of the un-
tliinks that all cranes should be j  skilled marksman getting what he 
Other mem-1 shot at and the fact that the smallcarefully protected.
Sylvester, Mrs. S. Steinmetz. Miss; Mrs> F D p eiVer of Boston” are here1 suits \vere ^TaTn^y’t ^ b r  seen 7n the need cf P^ective State legislation; j to the general adoption of this fire-
TT' T I T  -Mil I T  "D .l A  l r  A O  f  A T I  Mr V
Hawkins, Mrs. H. Riley., Mrs. Arthur I weeks stay. (where birds were encouraged and . . ,I Miss G. A. Dickinson and friend, where no poison was used, the re- bers of the Same family alS° are InlBhot dld DOt mu'tllate tbe ^ame- 1)ed
E. L. Gregory, Mrs. H. BLakeston, j for a tWQ weeks, 6tay 
Mrs. N. R iSch con maker, Mrs. J. W .; Mr aud Mrs> L G sim<3n of A1 
Frye. Mrs. S. Nussbaum, Miss Emily bany> N y  wepe f(>r the week
Hawkins, Miss Grace M. Fifield, Miss end ,en route for camp
reduction of the army worm pest.
On my own farm at Ware!'am and
otherwise they will scon be creat-  ^arm for hunting. But increase in 
ures of the past like the white crane.'population and decrease in the quan- 
The Carolina rail or sora, a bird tity of game, with the consequent
on some neighboring places wh-ere aljied to the crane, has existed until enactment of stringent ganie pro-
Helen H. Hamond,, Miss M. Gillick, All regretted the departure of H.
about 73 nesting boxes for birds recently in great numbers in the tective laws, establishing long closed
Miss E. Bow, Messrs. H. E. Moore,|E ^Iocre of Boston Friday,, who for put' uP laf t spnng' blUebirdS; marshes of the Atlantic States. It seasons^ and limiting the amount of
!, H. Riley ----- t---l - ------------------- a , were seen fee in g  on the army ic g<) highly prize(J as a table delicac J  game that a hunter might kill, long
at it is slaughtered in great num- since caused the beginning of a gen-
a ’Unrtin T?nv D TT-nwirin'!  il v ,   i a  g  tu:e  .A. Martin, Roy G. Hawkins, h . uuey, nparly two months has been a guest OQT.lv . * v . .  . is
A <=iviv^ t^p.r T>r A T Martin Tlip « . , . , p\orms early in May. Other birdsA. bylvester, Dr. a . i . Martin, m e of this hote. and has done much to ' .__  . «i
dinner of baked chicken and all kinds, a , to happiiness of h,is many 
of “ garden sass” from the farm, andjfriends and may he ..CC5n,e again and
followed suit. No injury from the bers. As many as 3,000 have been eral disuse of the shotgun, 
army worm was noticed during the! . . .  , , . J  ^ , , , , .______ ____ ___ j ^  aiuu . shot m a single day on a marsh of | “ Yet, by no means bad we lost our
pumpkin, raspberry and blueberry gtay ionger and jiave a jolly good as^n ° ” my arm, and very little acreS- j t absolutely liarm-jlove for powder burning. It is pres-» , i___  ^ .1 . j „  _____ °  J fha ntnprc rni 90 roHo owotr f.li«pies, doughnuts, cookies and cream tjme p,ig
biscuits, sudli as only Mrs. Quimby I Su,nday Mrs> L> E> Bowiey enter
on the others,, hut 20 rods a ay the 
grass was eaten, and a quarter of less, breeds only in places not suit- ent, even if latent, in every true ed for agricultural purposes, and if blooded American's veins. The child-knows tliift art of making h el tied to + • ,. a mile sway the injury became ser- . a , , . . J , _ * « .anew.- me arx oi uiani g aicxpcu lu tamed at dinner, Miss Bertha I. . .. given a fair chance will survive as rens noisy observance of an insane
load down the big family table, and p oor6j Misfi j^ rathy Voorhees, Miss nnrt nt tllo 
aU did ample justice to the New Eng Cornella T Crosby, Miss Katherine' 
land feast. After the speeches j and Mlss Mary Roeschen
ious, continuing over a considerable
On a farm on the Island of Mar-
a game bird long after many others Fourth of July proves how innate is, 
have been compelled to give way be-: the desire, ” ; <i1,J V
fore the advance of agriculture. Im-| “An outcome of the ineldifiation to
there were mhsic and dancing and! G A McFadden ot Anbnra, w W tkaa V,neyard wl,CTe Po,s0n mediate steps should he taken by the’ use the gun was the introduction ot
all went home too "hill”  to more ls ln one of th<i camps on the ,ake Med freely hard y a bird was to be Stat6s t0 decrease tha bag HmH tor ,ive bird shootlng_ t„e kiIIIng wltttn
than cheer tor their hostess and son. gbore caught a saImon 22Vi inches SCei1 a" d ‘  e OWIlrt' a'lmllte'1 “ “that the sora.
All voted H “the beet Qnimby dinner long Md measwlag 12% toclles a. th«  b‘ rda 1 ad Poisoned, win e
'round and weighing 7% pounds one tlle Sta,e game rcse™''<>” , only 
The fishing has been extra good day Ul,is week, and the next daJr onela few mlles away where no poison|
for those who have dropped the hook weijghing 5 pounds had been used ard where many
j  certain limits of pigeons released 
meadow- from coops, located some distauoe 
breeding birdsv and differ from the from the shooters. While this sport 
cranes iin appearance and habits, al- had considerable favor with the great
in the lake. Saturday wihen the 
people came in for supper all stop­
ped and admired the six trout and 
salmon on the grass for it was a 
handsome lot of fish as are often 
seen. The smallest weighed
F IS H  C O LLE C TIO N  BEING PRE-
nesting boxes and bird-houses had 
been erected, birds were plentiful, 
and the worms although very numer­
ous had done little serious injury.
though they belong to the same faim- mass of American sportsmen, live 
ily. There are valuable rails be-'bird shooting is now prohibited by 
sides the sora, some of which can law in most states, 
probably maintain their numbers in “ Killing pigeons was superseded byPARED FOR S T A T E  M USEU M .
The com “showed nl) noticeable “dim- spite of Persecution, since they are glass ball shooting and this, in turn, 
two1 The Commission of Inland Fisher- age. This may have been due in, secretive and sPend most of their by clay.pigeon shooting. At this point
pounds and the largest was a 4-pound ies and Game are planning to have a part to the number of small birds as time Wel1 conCealed in rank s w , a t h e  spor  ^ came near dying 111 embryo> 
trout that the “ Lone Fisherman’’ M  collection of fish of the State well as to the intelligent use of non vegetation. Rails breeding in salt due to the uncentanity of breaking
had caught and Herman WIrz and A. mounted and put into the museum as poisonous methods to check the pest. marshes- however, need more effec- argots of varying degrees of hardnes
Martin both had three pound salmon. soon as a case for the exhibit can There was abundant evidence to be tlVe Protectlon> although they are not and the trouble caused by the unsat-
One 4-pound salmon, Arthur Syl- procured. Thomas A. James, the seen cn all sides that the birds were m aS mucJl danger as is . t: e sora‘ lsfac[tory ^  th^  in ^  Fort^ *  
vester of Montclair, N. J., was proud curator of the museum, has many flocking to the defense of the fields, iTbe Department’s bi loghst thinks alely, inventive genius came to the 
to land the first of 'the week specimens of birds and animals at The Warden t’ oug! t that lie had lost that they shouid be al'lowed to breed reSlCU,e and perfected traps positive
When the fishermen go up to bis that cannot be exhibited part of lids oat crop, but he made no m p‘eaCe’ and tbat the robbing of in action a'nd witb th'e ability to
Quimby Pond they always have good 11)11111 new cases are bought, and it is other complaint. tbeir nests'’ PaTtrculariy of clapper throw the ‘bird’ at unknown angles,
sport fly fishing. ' probable that a bill will come before On the great Stfte' Farm at Mid- rails’ shoUld be proh:'bited- thereby closely approximating the
Mrs. H. A. Blakeston of Moy- tbe next Legislature to appropriate dleboro where the pest had appear- Tlle coot is a member cf the rail condition under which field shooting
Ian. Penn., accompanied by her money for this purpose. ed in tremendous numbers, the Sup-1family and has a wide range over done. The targets are now
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. In preparing the collection of erintendent feughit it without the use tbe United States. Although it is niade of river silt and tar, pressed
A. H. wirz who have'been annual mounted fish Curatoh James is using 0f poisons because of the danger to much desPised by many hunters who ipto shape by hydroulic pressure thus
guests for years were ‘welcomed by a metbod comparatively new in this birds which were regarded as among class n  with the crow as a food bird, insuring uniform pattern and break-
their old friends Tuesday aud plan section of the country. In the the best friends of the farm. i nevertheless, under some conditions, ing strength.”
to remain until October. Past the fish have been mounted di- it cannot be expected that our 11 iiS a delicacy. Affer this bird has
Rev. Herman Gliilds, pastor of the rectly on wood and this has proved birds in their present numbers can been fattened on wild riice, which is PROSECUTION REPORTED
Union church, Rangeley, conducted to be verY unsatisfactory because the entirely cheeck such an’ outbreak as the best of all duck foods, it appeals'
services n the music room this aft- fish shrink in dry weather and in that cf the army worm, but if we much more to the taste than when it A. L. Stevens, deputy warden re-
erncon, music by the Gordon Trio. da’mP weather they draw moisture can avoid killing t' em by poisons has fed for many weeks on the an- cently reported to the State Commis-
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Walker of and blister. According to the new and if we can increase their numbers'nual life of the salt-water marshes. sion of Inland Fisheries and Game 
Hartford are here for a short stay method the curator makes a plaster they may be able to prevent the! There are 21 kinds of rails and tb’e prosecution before Trial Justice
on their way to Moosehead Lake by or gIue moId from the fish and then first increase which finally results in their cousins the cranes, coots*, and Littlefield of Rome cf I. P. Thompson
au,to makes a cast of the mold in wax, so the overwhelming hosts that have gallinules in the United State13. Some of Boston for having i^n possession
Edward Howe Forbusli
come again.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Parker of 
Portland are here for over Sunday.
All were most happy to greet H. 
F Holloway of Montclair, N. J.., who 
during the years hie has been coming
to this hotel has made many friends. „ T .. ,m r, . , T , from the original fish. I® the colorTuesday H. E. Moore and Mrs. , 7. .
West Bissell planned an excursion 1 
party up the Cupsuptic. In the morn; 
ing the big team driven by “Geo.” i 
took twenty two of the guests across 
to Haines Landing where two motor, 
boats were waiting and tire party and 
a Lundh were soon off for the day 
and the rain did not dampen their 
enthusiasm. They reached Tumble 
Inn at noon. Mr. Moore got busy 
over the fire and mixed a wonder­
ful cup of coffee while the ladies 
spread the sumptuous feast which 
the jolly crowd greatly enjoyed. A 
safe trip home in time for supper, all
of the fish the same?” is sometimes 
asked. Few people realize that all 
fish which are mounted for the mus­
eum collection are painted before 
mounted. £0 in either method it de-
Chin as Point of Beauty.
The habit of absent mindedly finger­
ing the chin is imprudent because in 
doing so the skin may be stretched 
and the pores unduly enlarged, induc­
ing wrinkles and extraneous matter 
to gather. After the age of twenty- 
two or twenty-three years it is well 
to watch with jealous care this par­
ticular portion of the face.
Mrs. C. A. Pearce of Hackensack, that the specimen exhibited is not attacked cur fields this year. 
N. Y.,’ who has been at Christmas ^  realit^ the fish but is a ' wax 
Cove accompanied by her friend, image ot the fish. The secret ot 1 .
Miss Helen C. Van Saun arrived Sat- the process is in getting the wax to)  ^
urday. Mr. and Mrs. Pearce have the right consistency and this Mr. 
been coming to Mountain View for daJ11’es b'as accomplished to a fine de- 
over twenty years and are glad to £ree- A similar method is being
used almost entirely at the Ameri­
can museum of Natural History at 
New York.
j Mr. James has already prepared 
about a dozen specimens of fish in 
■this manner and only a fisherman of 
I long experience could tell these pasts Commonwealth Hotel 
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Macs.
Offers room vith hot ard 
cold water for $1.00 per day 
and up, which includes free 
use of public shower baths.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Rooms with piivaie laths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suites of two rooms and bath 
for $4.00 per day and up.
ABSOLUTELY FIREIRCOF
Strictly a Ttmperarce Hotel
Send for Booklet
STOFER F. TRAITS O r .  N’rrsf..
are migratory and some are not. one sbort black bass. Mr. Thompson 
Much misunderstandirg has risen in was convicted and fined $11 and 
regard to the powers of fight of co6ts* which he paid, 
certain of these birds. The sora’s
flight is so slow amd labored that the For Clergymen Only.
bird seems unable to fly long dis- Ministers would meet with more
jtances, and some writers have even f " ccess “  they knew as much about 
’ , , , ., , , ., . this world as they think they knowsupposed that it performed its mi- ^  (he „ ext.__Uppincotr8.
gration on foot. As a matter of __________________
fact, the sora often travels not less; P2 S3  Onthan 2,500 miles and sometimes as <<T . . . * „• ’ , “I am still looking for an honest
J much as 3,000. Great numbers ol manj>» announced Diogenes. “ I can
them make the hundred-mite flight give you no help,” declared the
1 between Florida and Cuba and there stranger. “Who are you?” “I’m an
is every reason to believe tbat some income-tax collector.”
easily cover the 500-mile passage «  ---------- ----■ - ■
from Florida to Yucatan.
Precise information as to the 
ranges of the North American oranes, 
rails, and others of this family is 
given in a new bulletin cf the.U. S.
Department of Agriculture. This is 
a professional paper, and is hardly 
of general interest. However, it fur­
nishes data that should be valuable / / rtiTS th£~bulls EYE'
as a basis for protective legislation 'll //every time. ‘ 3 in One” gun oil/  /  lubricates the most sensitive action
the respective states where these V-aJ- / / p o i n t  perfectly, cleans out all residue
*  -» / / o f  burnt and smokeless powder.liable game birds are found. j f  ^  # positively prevents lead-
ing and pitting, also rust 
and tarnish. W rits for special gun booklet and 
samtle— free. 3  IN 1 OIL CO*
124 New' St., New York.SUBSCRIBE FOR M AINE  WOODS
8 M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M A IN E ,  A U G U S T  27, 1914
Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake 
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley 
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo­
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and tne 12 out ponds in the 
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly 
Ashing the whole season The house and 
camps are new and have all modern conven­
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock 
Areplaces, ptc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun­
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
Write for (booklet. H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor, Jackman, Maine
Y O R K  C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT
John^earville’s Gamps
at S prin g  Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps 
are most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
purest of spring water and the table is Arst-class, 
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
summer resort. Telephone communications with 
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms 
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMP'S. In the 
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas, Maine
JIM POND G A M P S
IN DEAD RIVER REGION. 
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard 
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write 
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps, Eustis, Me.
PIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up 
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce 
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds. 
Send for circular and reference.
C. A. SPAULDING. Caratunk. Maine.
The Garry Pond Gamps
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout 
fishing and good accommodations.
Send for Booklet.
HENRY J. LANE, Prop., 
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish­
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop., 
Caratunk, Me.
I suppose you areUooking for some good Deer 
and Bear hunting. In 1912 I had 26 hunters at my 
camps. Some 50 deer were taken, also bear. In 
1913 35 hunters took some 60 deer and bear. The 
hunting grounds are handy to camp and are 
pleasant woods to hunt in. The camps are handy 
to the railroad station, being only 15 minutes’ 
walk.
R. R. WALKER. Prop .
Mackamp, Maine
W E S T  END 
HO TEL
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. 
Portland, Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for 
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports 
men. All farm, dairy products, pork 
and poultry from our own farm, enabl­
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, 
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc. 
American plan. Send for circular.
A FLYING TRIP 
ACROSS ATLANTIC
Maine Lady Lands In Halifax Safe 
and Happy After Exciting 
Experience
FISHING
Write
Camps at Long 
Pond. Many  
out-lying ponds, 
S. C. HARDEN, 
Rangeley, Maine
To the Editor of Main^ Woods.
I made a flying trip to the conti­
nent which, was not only changed a-
be on to Alsace, Lorraine.
Extras were irculated all night by 
the great papers. I bought and 
bought until I bad a pile as large as
my body. At length when I went to 
bed I heard the patriotic French 
still singing in the streets. The 
chauffeur who drove me next day 
said: “Perhaps this is the last
day I shall drive, I am a soldier. I
if we had the start. The cruiser 
sailed past our bows, and dipped
her flag to us because we had an
Admiral on board.
Then all the people on all the
ships and th little boats that came
out from shore to see us sang the
National songs of England and Amer­
ica and we all hastened to sign our
With a rush and a roar and a sweep 
and a swoop and a moist outrage­
ous noise,
Nine Pick-Poles dashed on the fair 
green lawp and the fair green 
lawn turned pale,
For it could not stand those eight- 
teen skirts with nine of the wear­
ers male.
names to resolutions of thanks to be ^ ow silence falls on the martial
shall go to the front.” The wait- sint to the Captain who did not leav
ers sakl: “ The women will be serv­
ing meals soon. We are all sold­
iers, we shall go to the war.’’
One sees frequently in Paris trac­
es of the Russian alliance. Russian 
signs are in all the railroad stations, 
and hotels are full of Russians, who 
speak French better than the French 
themselves. Money was scarce. 
Signs were posted saying: ‘“ You can 
get a meal here if you have the 
change.” It was useless to ask for 
change or to try to buy small artic­
les. The motor cars of the wealthy 
were decorated with tiny silk flags 
of England, France and Russia. Gen­
tlemen dining in fashionable Places 
wore the twined colors in their but­
tonholes. War was declared and I 
hastened to England,, which is al­
ways a sort of Gibraltar of peace. I 
left Calais by the last boat, which 
was more than crowded. At Dover 
I took the first express to London. 
In London there was no excitement. 
Everywhere order and calm, but still 
rapid preparations for the conflict.
Then we learned that we did not 
leave Liverpool as a Cunard liner 
but as a battleship and that Admiral 
Cochrane was on board, 500 reserves,, 
12 guns, and all the crew were naval 
men, and we were increasing our 
speed to 25 knots per hour. Next 
they told us that England and Ger­
many were at war. That the ship 
we were on was one of the prizes 
Germany wanted, because it is the 
fastest ship in the world. W e left 
our course and no one but the Cun­
ard people through their secret 
cipher knew where we were. 
We were out of the sound of traffic. 
We saw only one vessel, a German 
freighter.
Then the captain received a wire-
the bridge the entire trip,, for the 
skill with which lie managed his re­
cord breaking run through the fog 
with the enemy after us.
Edna Worthley Underwood.
LATEST, ARRIVALS 
HAVE TO MOVE ON
‘Cant Dogs” anti “ Pick Poles” 
Cross Bats in a Wonderful 
Game.
Beene, as a stately man steps 
forth,
Van Dusen he, of umpire fame* from
the south to the frozen north.
“ Play Ball!”  he roars as he corks 
bis Bun and takes his umpire’s
throne. ' i
The Cant-Dogs play with all their 
hands, the PicluPoles play with 
one!
A slender polish gentleman, with 
frills and golden braids.
Steps bravely up and swings his bat 
at those most pugnacious maids.
Yes, Pick-Poles, ye can bat hard, 
though some bat slightly fatly;
And sure, ‘Us a grievous* woeful 
sight* when A tie© bats at Atleel
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE 
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beet fishing region. 
Special June and September rates. B ook let.^
DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every 
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca­
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. 
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
OUANANICHE LODGE,
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co., Me. 
World wide known for its famous fishing, 
vacation and hunting country.
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake 
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good 
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for 
machines. From.there one can take steamer to 
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt 
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautifu 
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. 
ROSE, Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to 
April 1st.
gainst my wishes time and *  again,, 
but at last cut short peremptorily 
by the summons of war and indeed 
by tine war itself. I could not stay 
in Belgium with comfort because it jeSg saying that the German cruisers 
was too near the trouble giving Ger-j started ten days ago from Mexico to 
man border, and I cancelled my trip head off English vessels in case of 
on the Rhine. | war. But this they did not tell us.
In Brussels there was excitement jive m the afternoon all the decks
and war was on every tongue. I saWj 
quantities of soldiers and they alii
were covered with
11 said to the steward: “ I can’t
eat in the dark, aren’t you going to 
turn on the lights?’ ’ “ No, Madam,
canvass so we
could not see out. This was to 
looked too young to fight, mere hoys|make ug look like a freighiter.
indeed. , ,I I was having my dinner on deck.I did take time to go out to see the 
field of Waterloo about 10 or 12 
miles down from Brussels, along a
fine road and through a forest of , . ,there will be no lights to-night.
“ Why?”
. “ I do not know Madam. I am obey-ogmzed at once the sunken road |.
which caused Napoleon’s ruin. H i s ' or^erS. , ., , ., I knew then that the Germans weremen and horses filled it up and the
victors swept over their bodies. Up-Iafter «•  Tlle salons’ restaurants
on tliis great level field there is a ;and lounSes had the windows dlosed 
pyramid of earth upon which stands' aEd curtains drawn. However the 
the British lion. Perhaps now this | steeraSe gave a concert that night 
will be the decisive place again for iu a kig room where there was not 
another great battle. They say that a breath of air. First-class passeng-
ancient trees. The battlefield looks 
just as I knew it would look. I rec-'
(Special Correspondence)
Upper Dam, August 25.—With!
every room taken and extra beds Next at bat is a youthful Pole, from 
put up, there is not room for even Poland Springs came he, 
one more, and the latest arrivals had jjyt ’ e stops to wink at the catch* 
to move on. or mask, or the pilace where it
On Monday afternoon, Mrs. F. R. 
Baker gave a most delightful auction 
bridge at lier camp, after which the 
ladies, some 25 came for tea. The
ought to be,
“ You’re fined ten runs” now loudly 
calls that jealous man Van 
Dusen,
four ladies, who had the Lightest, “ If Pick-Poles flirt when I’m around 
score received a pack of cards, Mrs. 1 they’ll find it ain’t amusin’ .”
W. A. Sawyer,, Mrs. Thomas Barber,:  ^ v £> J 2*
Mrs* Donald White and Mrs. D. oil, so it is, Pdle meets Dog with a 
English Dalian, Jr. fiery man between,
On Sunday there was an exciting when Cant-Dogs bark and Pick-Poles 
game of ball when the “ sports’ walk- pick, and and umpires ump so 
ed over the “ guides” 8 to 1. Surely mean
the^base ball fever Is now running Nlne , t l n i w  hat and ^  skirt8
! may run, but it’s umps that stijj
Coming from Tampa, FUa., in their decides.
automobile as far as Rumford, Mr.' 0kj whaf 6 the use of high-class ball 
and Mrs. C. H. Woorhouse. Chas. C. | wben be Calis “ The game is 
Webber and their friends, J. J. Gold- tied?”
berg of Newark, N. J,; are here ior '_____________________
a short stay.
Mrs. D. English Dalian. Jr., of 
Philadelphia, who is always adding 
to the happiness of others, gave to 
the children on Wednesday afternoon 
in ,the West Camp a novel' and ori­
ginal party. Fifteen of the boys 
and girls came “ dressed too sweet 
for anything,”  each prepared to tell a 
story and recite a poem. No 
but the little folks were invited, but
MUCH G A IE T Y  AT  
HOUSE.
T H E  L A K E
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. Write 
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis, Maine.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS 
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular. 
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., 
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE'LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New 
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, 
best trout fisning in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
CHASE POWD CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914 uutiug. Why 
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? 
Camps reached same day from Boston. 
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, 
boating canoeing. Good log cabins. 
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet. 
Gtil CHADOURNE, Prop., Bingham, Maine
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS _
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled 
—Best of hunting—Special rates for 
June, September, October and Novem­
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor, 
Pleasant Island. Maine.
RANGELEY XAVBRN 8  LAKE VIEW HOCSE 
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modem. On direct automobile 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House 
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props., 
Raugeley, Maine.
for 30 years after tills cruel Napol­
eonic battle the little flowers of 
the field had a strange dark color 
that was not their own, and the 
white com turned muddy. They had 
fed on some substance alien to the 
quiet fields.
I left Brussels by the Namur Gate 
by which the “ Iron Duke’’ went to 
the battlefield, after leaving the 
Duchess of Richmond's ball. I hated 
to leave Brussels. The city is in­
teresting and beautiful, with a touch 
of the gaiety of France.
I went straight to Paris. Paris 
should be called the Laughing City. 
It is a work of art in its kind. Just 
as legitimate as the painting called
ers attended in evening dre3% and 
gave liberally to the seamans’ fund. 
I saw Julia Marlowe in red velvet, 
looking lovely, and gracious to every­
one as ever. Mr. E. H. Sotkem 
generously applauded everyone who 
sang off the key, and had a good 
time. He is very democratic. After 
the concert all lights were put out 
and port holes covered. Even the 
stokers were without light and air 
all night. There was not a light 
upon the ship. The flag was taken 
down, submarine signals smothered 
and. there was not even a light on 
the mast. Outside was a thick fog 
and we dashed through the fog and 
the night, sometimes at a speed of
the Laughing Cavalier; or the Laugh- 32 knots an liour„ to Halifax and 
ing Faun. The sunlight laughs safety, and breaking the world’s re­
down long glittering boutaranis. Th# cord for crossing the Atlantic. Our 
windows c£ the houses laugh with th time was four days and seventeen 
memory of things that have been, am j hours. The pulsing of the great 
finish in the joy of things to be. engines driven at top speed shook
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Best of Fly Fishing] for Square Tail Trout. 
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large 
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for 
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk, 
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm 
Send for Booklet W. H- BEAN. Proprietor, 
Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.”
The people laugh and talk and ges­
ticulate. The sky laughs and seems 
to say„ “ I am so glad that I aim 
the sky that bends over France. The 
bubbles of Gallic blood were bubbl­
ing gayly because war was in the 
air. War which the Frenchman 
loves. Best of all, war against the 
old enemy Germany, which humiliat­
ed France 44 years ago. The streets 
were simply filled with soldiers. Nev­
er saw so many before. I ate my 
dinner out of doors on The sidewalk 
of one of the boulevards. Everyone 
talked with everyone else. The sol­
diers were saying, “ Perhaps it will
(Continued from page four.)
H., motored across via Dixvllle Notch 
and made a short stay this weak.
Mrs. A. G. Southworth and daugh­
ter, Miss Dorothy Southworth of Riv- 
ervale, N. J., are enjoying their 
onej season at Rangeley Lake House. 
, . PP^Rev. Dr. Hallock of Pine Street
uoir s o i k b  'u re  so welll told, that Congregational church, Lewiston, on 
le grownups would have been jeal- sun(jay Evening conducted a praise 
ous n ee . Malcolm Grant recited service and gave an interesting talk
the good old poem “ Paul Revere’s ^  ^  big paxlx)r.
i e with real New Egnland fervor The young people, often have a
an_* W^ n ^ie. prize‘ was a pleasant hour shooting at the traps
party, but quiet fell o\ er them when ^  k^e grounds of the beautiful
ice cream* cake and candy were serv- summ&r home of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
ed and they went to their camps con- Cunningliam
tent and satisfied, thanking the kind' The clear cool WeatUer of the
hostess for the happy day.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Morgan of 
Norwich, Conn., came Saturday and 
Mr. Morgan, who has taken many of 
the big fish from the pool in the 
good old days of long ago, has not 
lost the art of catching them, and 
will soon send the fly dancing over 
the water.
Thursday the picked nine from Mid 
die Dam came up with courage high 
to Ktay against the Upper Dam. From 
the conversation before the game 
they expected their pitcher to put 
it all over us, with his curves and 
speed balls, but when the game was
past few days lias given the lovers of 
out door life an opportunity to take 
long walks, rides and motor trips in 
all directions over the country.
There has never been as large a 
number of people planning to pass the 
September days at this hotel as liave 
already engaged their rooms.
T R A V E L LE S S E N E D  BY  
EUROPE.
WAR IN
(Continued from page one) 
the true meaning of life, we need 
now and then to look out beyond our 
narrow, cramped lives; out on the 
o\er their conversation changed be-; everlasting sea* out over the hills." 
cause the score stood 18 to 8 In fa- (Deaa Brtgss.) W e symlpathise with 
\or of our team. Upper Dam is the old woman, and say Amen! to 
thinking next year they will not bring Dean Briggs. W e have hills in front 
their clerk for pitcher. But the, of us, hills to the left of us, hills to 
greatest game of ball} that lias been the right of us and, for aught we 
played in the Rangeleys this year| know, there may be hills behind us;
was on Thursday when the ladies if there are any this side of Ka/tali- 
team the Cant Dogs played the Pick din, we can’t see them because of
the forests which crowd up toPoles, dressed in skirts, and famous
has this game been made by the fol­
lowing poem -written by Park J. 
White of New York a Harvard stud­
ent, who is spending liis
the ship, and the heat and the lack <4 here, 
air made a great many seasick. The 
thunders of tlie water at the bow 
sounded like Niagara. But there 
was no excitement nor confusion.
At daybreak we saw the white hills 
of Nova Scotia and knew that we 
were safe. Later in the day the 
Cedric steamed into Halifax harbor 
under convoy of a first-class cruis­
er EL 8. Bmex.
It was tbs Essex that warned ns, 
and then went to the aid of the 
Cedric which could only make 17 
knots an hour. There was no ship 
in the world that could overhaul us
our
back door. We are beginning to lay 
for those fat pullets of which. we 
wrote last week. It’s a shame eveu 
vacation; to think of killing such beauties.
; but then, the scarcity of fresh meat, 
With a swish of a skirt and a ro|!l and cold trout, tempts us to sup-
or by
sweeping 
big base
of a drum, and a fife’s 
clarion call,
The Cant-Dog team came 
on with a bat and a 
ball.
“ Who’s here to play?” they shrieked 
a,loud to a Pick-Pole standing by,
“Why, here we are, Madam., calm 
yourself” was the warrior’s stem 
reply.
quick ply our need either by hook 
crook.
Yours cordially,
J. C. Hartshorne.
CARD OF T H A N K S
He turned about and he raised his 
dress, for thje general knew his 
boys,
I wish to extend thanks through 
the columns of Maine Woods to my 
friends among the guests of Moun­
tain View House who so kindly con­
tributed to the generous gift pre­
sented to me by Mrs. Bissell.
Rutli Hamblen
